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Executive summary 

Prolinnova is a global network to scale up participatory ap-
proaches based on local initiatives and to integrate them into 
mainstream institutions of agricultural research and develop-
ment (ARD). From initial meetings in late 1999, it developed 
as a Global Partnership Programme (GPP) under the umbrella 
of the Global Forum for Agricultural Research (GFAR). In 2014, 
ten years after the international workshop to formally launch 
the network, Prolinnova started a process of “stocktak-
ing” with the aims of: i) gaining insights into the network’s 
functioning and accomplishments (also in relation to available 
financial resources); ii) assessing achievements in integrating 
its approach into mainstream ARD programmes, organisations 
and policies; and iii) formulating and sharing lessons, conclu-
sions and recommendations for strengthening multistake-
holder partnerships in ARD. This laid the ground for rethinking 
the Prolinnova network’s strategy in a changing context.

The stocktaking process involved the following: i) develop-
ing a study framework; ii) making a desk study of all network 
documents; iii) reviewing achievements in mainstreaming 
farmer-led innovation approaches at international level; and 
iv) facilitating self-assessments by the national multistake-
holder sub-networks, known as Country Platforms (CPs), sup-
ported by visits by International Support Team (IST) members 
to five of the CPs. Initial results were discussed at the annual 
Prolinnova International Partners Workshop (IPW) held in 
Axum, Ethiopia, in April 2015. 

Regarding the first objective of the network – development and 
consolidation of effective farmer-led innovation development 
approaches, methods and tools – the stocktaking revealed 
that substantial achievements have been made, above all in 
developing methodology for studying local innovation, for 
joint experimentation and for setting up and managing Local 
Innovation Support Funds (LISFs). Other developed and spread 
methodologies are for Farmer Innovation Fairs, Farmer-led 
Documentation and Participatory Assessment of the Institu-
tionalisation of Participatory Innovation Development (PID).

Experiences with and results gained through these method-
ologies were documented at international level in numerous 
publications, including four booklets in the Prolinnova’s 
series published by IIRR (International Institute of Rural 
Reconstruction) in the Philippines and six policy briefs. The 
stocktaking also revealed that systemic challenges remain to 
wider application of the PID approach, particularly to involv-
ing research scientists in farmer-led joint experimentation.

Over the years, the network has devoted major efforts to its 
second objective – capacity building. The international train-
ing-of-trainers events played a key role, reaching more than 
100 trainers who formed country-level teams of PID trainers 
who organised diverse national or local-level training events, 

thus building the capacity of over 10,000 staff members and 
farmers in farmer-led multistakeholder innovation processes. 
Many of those trained became active in farmer innovation 
contests, joint experiments and/or handling LISFs.

Apart from training, the network has designed and used 
 various other capacity-building mechanisms and events such 
as the IPW (11 times), technical support missions by the IST to 
the CPs (total of 117 visits), cross-visits between CPs (8 visits), 
long-distance technical support from the IST by email and 
Skype, and various other meetings and workshops.

To achieve the third objective – mainstreaming the PID ap-
proach – the network used numerous tools and mechanisms. 
At international level, these included: (co-)organisation of 
three major international workshops, participation in and con-
tribution to many international workshops organised by oth-
ers, preparation and spreading of 235 published documents 
including 11 books/booklets, policy briefs, articles for journals 
or magazines, and bilateral policy-dialogue activities. 

It is not easy to assess the results of these efforts. The 
network’s internal M&E system has collected substantial an-
ecdotal evidence on increased interest internationally, some 
of which has led to support to the network by new organisa-
tions. Previous external evaluations as well as a web-based 
survey conducted as part of the stocktaking suggest that, 
since 2003, increased awareness and acceptance of local 
innovation and PID have been achieved among international 
ARD professionals and organisations. The stocktaking, how-
ever, also shows that much more needs to be done to realise 
substantial and sustainable changes in ARD policy at interna-
tional level to support the promotion of local innovation and 
PID that goes beyond general acceptance to include actual 
integration and use of the approach in specific projects, pro-
grammes and other activities of the organisations. 

Partners in the CPs have used very diverse approaches, meth-
ods and tools in their mainstreaming work. Because of the 
decentralised nature of the network, some of this work may re-
main unreported at international level but, from what has been 
reported, one can conclude that the CPs have produced almost 
250 publications to support this work, including 9 policy 
briefs and 25 video films, and organised at least 27 farmer 
innovation fairs at national and subnational level. Involving 
representatives of key ARD organisations in multistakeholder 
partnerships at national level has been a key strategy to create 
entry points for mainstreaming PID within these organisations.

The progress in integrating the promotion of local innovation 
and PID into curricula of universities and agricultural colleges 
is a major achievement of the CP mainstreaming work. At least 
five universities have included PID modules and topics in exist-
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ing courses while, in Nepal, a full course on local innovation 
and PID at BSc and MSc level was developed in one university 
and is now offered on a regular basis. Many key NGOs at CP 
level have also mainstreamed PID within their own organisa-
tions, while there is evidence that Ministries of Agriculture in 
at least five countries have accepted PID as an approach and 
are using or supporting the approach within their regular pro-
grammes. Less progress has been reported in mainstreaming 
the approach within formal research institutions.

Creation of multistakeholder partnerships and sustainable 
mechanisms for joint learning and action for those involved 
in ARD is the fourth major objective of the network. The 
emphasis has been on building multistakeholder partnerships 
at national level – the CPs. These are supported by the IST 
and International Secretariat, with overall governance through 
the Prolinnova Oversight Group (POG). Prolinnova has 
succeeded in facilitating the growth of 21 semi-autonomous 
CPs. Many different stakeholder groups take part in these 
CPs, with NGOs being the largest group (about 40%) ahead 
of government extension/research agencies (over 20%) and 
educational institutes (about 15%). The stocktaking revealed 
that 16 of these CPs remain active today, although at differ-
ent levels depending partly on internal and external funding. 
The ability of the coordinating NGO to find capable platform 
facilitators with good interpersonal skills also contributed to 
the success of CPs.

It is obvious that the Prolinnova international network has 
continued to function, meet, expand, learn and adapt over  
the past ten years. Key success factors were the gradual and 
organic development process, the flexible and open char-
acter of the network, the relatively light structures chosen 
with limited bureaucracy, and the emphasis in wording and 
practice on joint ownership involving diverse contributions 
and talents. The highly interactive annual IPWs play a decisive 
role in maintaining the networking spirit and the continued 
commitment to the shared Prolinnova agenda. However,  
the long-term sustainability of the network may be threatened 
by its dependency on the capacity and willingness of IST 
members to work on shoestring budgets and also in their  
own “free” time.

Over the last ten years and even before that, the GFAR 
Secretariat has interacted regularly with the Prolinnova 
 network in various ways. It played an important supportive 
role when the network was forming itself and at several 
 crucial moments in the network’s development.

Throughout its history, the partners in Prolinnova have 
 regularly reviewed and discussed the efforts to build and 
maintain multistakeholder partnerships, primarily so that 
they can learn and improve these efforts. Lessons learnt have 
also been documented for wider sharing in various forms 
including articles, a booklet, papers and presentations to 
conferences, and a set of short video films.

Looking at resource mobilisation and use, the stocktaking 
revealed that, between 2003 and 2014, the network mobi-
lised resources for a total value of € 10,452,875; of this, € 
2,519,535 (24%) came from partners’ own sources or their 
local donors. With CP annual budgets rarely exceeding € 
30,000 - 40,000 – and some with much less – it is clear that 
the ambition of mainstreaming PID within the major ARD 
institutions can be realised only if the CPs can manage to link 
up with other initiatives in their countries.

Comparing average external funding of around € 800,000 per 
year to the volume of work accomplished and documented in 
the stocktaking, it can be concluded that the network oper-
ated with relatively high levels of cost efficiency, i.e. a lot was 
done with relatively limited resources.

The fact that the network operates with a large number of 
small projects or activity-focused donors has contributed to its 
resilience but created continuous high pressure to raise funds. 
Donor coordination and handling many small funding flows 
has become very demanding, and it has proved difficult to 
mobilise support for key network and governance activities.

In conclusion, Prolinnova achievements over the past 
ten years were found to be substantial. The decentralised 
design of the partnership and the ownership and autonomy 
this created with partners at all levels has been a key factor 
contributing to this success. It is an achievement in itself that 
the network continued to function after major Dutch funding 
came to an end in 2011. This was made possible by tapping 
into a complex set of small short-term funding initiatives 
which, however, did not cover many of the core network 
 activities and put high pressure on the network members  
and the International Secretariat. This could threaten the 
network’s sustainability. Hosting the International Secretariat 
by an organisation in the South would reduce costs and,  
if accompanied by a good fundraising strategy, may help to 
address this challenge. 
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Résumé Exécutif 

Prolinnova est un réseau mondial pour la mise à l’échelle 
des approches participatives fondées sur les initiatives locales 
et l’intégration de ces approches dans les principales institu-
tions de la recherche-développement agricole (RDA). Dès les 
premières réunions à la fin de 1999, Prolinnova s’est dévelop-
pée comme un programme mondial de partenariat (PMP) sous 
l’égide du Forum Mondial sur la Recherche Agricole (GFAR). En 
2014, dix ans après l’atelier international de lancement officiel 
du réseau, Prolinnova démarra un processus pour «dresser le 
bilan » avec les objectifs suivants: i) obtenir un aperçu du fonc-
tionnement et des réalisations du réseau (également en relation 
avec les ressources financières disponibles); ii) évaluer les résul-
tats obtenus dans l’intégration de son approche dans les grands 
programmes, les organisations et les politiques de la recherche-
développement agricole ; et iii) la formulation et le partage de 
leçons, de conclusions et de recommandations pour le renforce-
ment des partenariats multipartites dans la recherche-dévelop-
pement agricole. Cela a jeté les bases pour repenser la stratégie 
du réseau Prolinnova dans un contexte changeant.

Le processus pour dresser le bilan impliqua ce qui suit: i) l’élabora-
tion d’un cadre d’étude; ii) la conduite d’une étude documentaire 
de tous les documents du réseau; iii) la revue des réalisations 
dans l’intégration des approches de l’innovation menée par les 
agriculteurs au niveau international; et iv) la facilitation de l’auto-
évaluation par les sous-réseaux multipartites nationaux, appelés 
plateformes de pays (PP), soutenus par des visites des membres 
de l’Equipe internationale d’appui (EIA) à cinq des PP. Les premiers 
résultats ont été discutés à l’Atelier annuel international des parte-
naires (AIP) de Prolinnova tenu à Axum, en Ethiopie, en avril 2015.

En ce qui concerne le premier objectif du réseau - le développe-
ment et la consolidation des approches, des méthodes et des 
outils d’innovation effective de développement conduite par 
les agriculteurs - la capitalisation a révélé que des réalisations 
importantes ont été faites, surtout dans le développement de la 
méthodologie pour l’étude de l’innovation locale, pour l’expé-
rimentation conjointe et pour la mise en œuvre et la gestion du 
Fonds d’appui à l’innovation locale (FIL). D’autres méthodolo-
gies développées et déployées sont les Foires de l’innovation 
paysanne, la Documentation dirigé par l’agriculteur et l’Evalua-
tion participative de l’institutionnalisation du développement 
participatif de l’innovation (DPI).

Les expériences et les résultats obtenus par ces méthodes ont 
été documentés au niveau international dans de nombreuses 
publications, y compris quatre brochures dans les séries 
Prolinnova publiées par l’Institut international de reconstruc-
tion rurale (IIRR) aux Philippines et six directives politiques. La 
capitalisation a également révélé que des défis systémiques 
demeurent pour une application plus large de l’approche DPI, en 
particulier l’implication des chercheurs dans l’expérimentation 
conjointe dirigée par les agriculteurs.

Au fil des années, le réseau a consacré des efforts importants 
à son deuxième objectif - le renforcement des capacités. Les 
événements internationaux de formation de formateurs ont joué 
un rôle clé, atteignant plus de 100 formateurs qui ont formé des 
équipes de formateurs DPI au niveau national, qui ont à leur tour 
organisé diverses activités de formation à l’échelle nationale ou 
locale ; renforçant ainsi la capacité de plus de 10.000 membres 
de personnel et agriculteurs dans le processus d’innovation mul-
tipartite dirigée par des agriculteurs. Beaucoup de ceux qui sont 
formés sont devenus actifs dans les compétitions d’innovation 
agricole, les expériences conjointes et / ou la gestion de FIL.
Outre la formation, le réseau a conçu et utilisé divers autres 
mécanismes de renforcement des capacités et des événements 
tels que l’AIP (11 fois), les missions d’appui technique par l’EIA 
aux plateformes nationales (total de 117 visites), les visites 
croisées entre les plateformes nationales (8 visites), le support 
technique à distance de l’EIA par e-mail et Skype, et diverses 
autres réunions et ateliers.

Pour atteindre le troisième objectif - intégration de l’approche 
DPI - le réseau a utilisé de nombreux outils et mécanismes. Au 
niveau international, ceux-ci comprennent : la (co-) organisation 
de trois grands ateliers internationaux, la participation et la 
contribution à de nombreux ateliers internationaux organisés 
par d’autres, la préparation et la diffusion de 235 documents 
publiés, y compris 11 livres / brochures, des directives poli-
tiques, des articles pour des revues ou magazines et des activi-
tés bilatérales de dialogue politique. 

Il n’est pas toujours facile d’évaluer les résultats de ces efforts. 
Le système interne de Suivi & Evaluation (SE) du réseau a recueil-
li des preuves anecdotiques substantielles sur un intérêt accru 
à l’échelle internationale, dont certains ont conduit au soutien 
du réseau par de nouvelles organisations. Les précédentes éva-
luations externes aussi bien que le sondage en ligne mené dans 
le cadre de cette capitalisation suggèrent que, depuis 2003, une 
connaissance accrue et l’acceptation de l’innovation locale et du 
DPI ont été obtenues chez les professionnels et les organisations 
internationales de la RDA. La capitalisation, cependant, montre 
aussi qu’il reste beaucoup plus à faire pour réaliser des change-
ments importants et durables dans la politique de RDA au niveau 
international, pour soutenir la promotion de l’innovation locale et 
du DPI qui va au-delà de l’acceptation générale actuelle d’inclure 
l’intégration et l’utilisation de l’approche dans des projets, des 
programmes et d’autres activités des organisations. 

Les partenaires dans les plateformes nationales ont utilisé des 
approches, des méthodes et des outils très divers dans leur 
travail d’intégration. Tandis que certains de ces travaux peuvent 
demeurer non déclarés au niveau international en raison de la 
nature décentralisée du réseau, on peut conclure, sur la base de 
ce qui a été rapporté, que les plateformes nationales ont produit 
près de 250 publications pour soutenir ce travail, y compris 9 
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directives politiques et 25 vidéos, et organisé au moins 27 foires 
d’innovation paysanne aux niveaux national et sous-national. La 
participation des représentants des organisations clés de la RDA 
dans les partenariats multipartites au niveau national a été une 
stratégie clé pour créer des points d’entrée pour l’intégration du 
DPI au sein de ces organisations.

Les progrès dans l’intégration de la promotion de l’innovation 
locale et du DPI dans les programmes universitaires et des col-
lèges agricoles est une réalisation majeure de l’œuvre d’intégra-
tion des PP. Au moins cinq universités ont inclus des modules et 
des sujets de DPI dans les cours existants alors que, au Népal, 
un cours complet sur l’innovation locale et le DPI aux niveaux 
Licence et Master, a été développé dans une université et est 
maintenant offert de façon régulière. De nombreuses ONG clés 
au niveau des PP ont également intégré le DPI au sein de leurs 
propres organisations. En outre, il existe des preuves que les 
ministères en charge de l’agriculture dans au moins cinq pays 
ont accepté le DPI comme une approche et utilisent ou sou-
tiennent l’approche dans leurs programmes réguliers. Moins de 
progrès a été rapporté dans l’intégration de l’approche au sein 
des institutions formelles de la recherche.

La création de partenariats multipartites et de mécanismes 
durables pour l’apprentissage et l’action conjointe pour les per-
sonnes impliquées dans la RDA est le quatrième objectif majeur 
du réseau. L’accent a été mis sur le renforcement des parte-
nariats multipartites au niveau national - les PP. Celles-ci sont 
prises en charge par l’EIA et le Secrétariat international, sous la 
gouvernance globale du Groupe de Supervision de Prolinnova 
(GSP). Prolinnova a réussi à faciliter la croissance de 21 
plateformes nationales semi-autonomes. De nombreux groupes 
d’intervenants différents prennent part à ces plateformes natio-
nales, avec les ONG comme plus grand groupe (environ 40%) 
devant les organismes gouvernementaux de vulgarisation / de 
recherche (plus de 20%) et les établissements d’enseignement 
(environ 15%). La capitalisation a révélé que 16 de ces plate-
formes pays restent actifs aujourd’hui, bien qu’à des niveaux 
différents, partiellement selon le financement interne et externe. 
La capacité de coordination des ONG à trouver des animateurs 
de plateformes avec de bonnes compétences interpersonnelles 
a également contribué à la réussite des PP.

Il est évident que le réseau international de Prolinnova a 
continué à fonctionner, se rencontrer, se développer, apprendre 
et s’adapter au cours des dix dernières années. Les facteurs 
clés de succès ont été le processus de développement progres-
sif et organique, le caractère flexible et ouvert du réseau, les 
structures relativement légères choisies avec une bureaucratie 
limitée, et l’accent mis dans la formulation et la pratique sur 
la propriété conjointe impliquant diverses contributions et 
talents. Les AIP annuels hautement interactifs continuent de 
jouer un rôle décisif dans le maintien de l’esprit de réseautage 
et l’engagement continu dans l’agenda partagé du Prolinnova. 
Cependant, la viabilité à long terme du réseau peut être mena-
cée par sa dépendance à l’égard de la capacité et la volonté des 

membres de l’EIA à travailler sur des budgets restreints et aussi 
de leur temps « disponible ». Au cours des dix dernières années, 
et même avant, le Secrétariat du GFAR a interagi régulièrement 
avec le réseau Prolinnova de diverses manières. Il a joué un 
rôle de soutien important lorsque le réseau se constituait et à 
plusieurs moments cruciaux dans son épanouissement.

Tout au long de son histoire, les partenaires de Prolinnova ont 
régulièrement examiné et discuté les efforts pour construire et 
maintenir des partenariats multipartites, principalement afin 
qu’ils puissent apprendre et améliorer ces efforts. Les ensei-
gnements tirés ont également été documentés pour le partage 
plus large sous diverses formes, y compris des articles, un livret, 
des documents et des présentations à des conférences, et un 
ensemble de vidéos de courte durée.

En regardant la mobilisation et l’utilisation des ressources, le 
bilan a révélé que, entre 2003 et 2014, le réseau a mobilisé des 
ressources pour une valeur totale de 10.452.875 euros : de ce 
montant total, 2.519.535 euros (24%) provenaient de sources 
propres des partenaires ou de leurs donateurs locaux. Avec des 
budgets annuels des PP dépassant rarement 30.000 à 40.000 
euros - et certains avec beaucoup moins - il est clair que l’ambi-
tion de l’intégration du DPI au sein des grandes institutions de 
la RDA ne peut être réalisée que si les PP parviennent à établir 
des liens avec d’autres initiatives dans leur pays. En comparant 
le financement moyen externe d’environ 800.000 euros par an, 
au volume de travail accompli et documenté dans la capitalisa-
tion, on peut conclure que le réseau fonctionne avec des niveaux 
relativement élevés d’efficacité des coûts, c’est-à-dire beaucoup a 
été fait avec des ressources relativement limitées.

Le fait que le réseau fonctionne avec un grand nombre de petits 
projets ou avec des bailleurs du fonds qui mettent l’accent sur 
les activités spécifiques, a contribué à sa résilience, mais a créé 
une haute pression en ce qui concerne la mobilisation continue 
des fonds. La coordination des donateurs et la gestion de nom-
breux petits flux de financement sont devenus très exigeants, et 
il a été difficile de mobiliser un soutien clé pour les activités de 
réseautage et de gouvernance.

En conclusion, les réalisations de Prolinnova au cours des 
dix dernières années ont été jugées importantes. La conception 
décentralisée du partenariat, de la propriété et de l’autonomie, 
et ceci avec des partenaires à tous les niveaux, a été un facteur 
clé qui contribue à ce succès. Il s’agit d’un exploit en soi que 
le réseau ait continué de fonctionner après que le financement 
majeur néerlandais ait pris fin en 2011. Cela a été possible en 
puisant dans un ensemble complexe de petits financements 
d’initiatives à court terme qui, cependant, ne couvre pas de 
nombreuses activités principales du réseau et met ainsi une 
forte pression sur les membres du réseau et du Secrétariat inter-
national. Cela pourrait menacer la pérennité du réseau. Loger le 
Secrétariat international au sein d’une organisation dans le Sud 
réduirait les coûts et, si elle est accompagnée par une bonne 
stratégie de collecte de fonds, pourrait aider à relever ce défi.
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Resumen ejecutivo 

Prolinnova es una red mundial para ampliar los enfoques 
participativos basados en iniciativas locales e integrarlos 
en las instituciones generales de la investigación y desarro-
llo (I+D) agropecuario. A partir de las reuniones iniciales a 
fines de 1999, Prolinnova se desarrolló como un “Global 
Partnership Program” (GPP o Programa Asociativo Global 
en español) en el marco del Foro Global de Investigación 
Agropecuaria (GFAR). En 2014, diez años después del taller 
internacional para lanzar formalmente la red, Prolinnova 
inició un proceso de “hacer balance” con los objetivos de:  
i) obtener conocimientos sobre el funcionamiento y los 
 logros de la red (también en relación con los recursos finan-
cieros disponibles); ii) evaluar los resultados obtenidos  
en la integración de su enfoque en los programas principa-
les de I+D , organizaciones y políticas agropecuario; y  
iii) formular e intercambiar lecciones, conclusiones y reco-
mendaciones para el fortalecimiento de las asociaciones 
de múltiples partes interesadas en la I+D agropecuario. 
Esto sentó las bases para replantear la estrategia de la red 
Prolinnova en un contexto cambiante. 

El proceso de inventario implicó lo siguiente: i) desarrollar un 
marco de estudio; ii) realizar un estudio teórico de todos los 
documentos de la red; iii) revisar los logros en la integración 
de enfoques de innovación dirigidos por los agricultores a 
nivel internacional; y iv) facilitar las autoevaluaciones de las 
sub-redes nacionales de múltiples partes interesadas, cono-
cidas como plataformas de los países (PP), apoyadas por las 
visitas de miembros del Equipo Internacional de Apoyo (IST)  
a cinco de los PPs. Los resultados iniciales fueron discutidos 
en el Taller Internacional de Socios anual de Prolinnova 
(IPW), celebrado en abril de 2015 en Axum, Etiopía. 

Con respecto al primer objetivo de la red – el desarrollo y 
la consolidación de enfoques, métodos y herramientas de 
desarrollo de innovación efectivos dirigidos por los agricul-
tores – el inventario reveló que se han hecho logros conside-
rables, sobre todo en el desarrollo de una metodología para 
el estudio de la innovación local, para la experimentación 
conjunta y para el establecimiento y la gestión de los Fondos 
de Apoyo para la Innovación Local (LISFs). Otras metodologías 
se desarrollaron y extendieron a través de ferias de innova-
ción de agricultores, documentación liderada por producto-
res y evaluación participativa de la institucionalización del 
Desarrollo Participativo de Innovación (DPI). 

Las experiencias y los resultados obtenidos a través de estas 
metodologías se han documentado a nivel internacional en 
muchas publicaciones, incluyendo cuatro folletos en la serie 
Prolinnova publicados por el IIRR (Instituto Internacional 
de Reconstrucción Rural) en las Filipinas y seis informes de 
políticas. El balance también reveló que los retos sistemáticos 

siguen siendo la aplicación ampliada del enfoque DPI, en 
particular, el involucramiento de los investigadores científicos 
en la experimentación conjunta liderada por los productores. 

Con los años, la red ha dedicado grandes esfuerzos a su 
segundo objetivo – la creación de capacidades. Los eventos 
internacionales de formación de formadores desempeñaron 
un papel clave, llegando a más de 100 formadores que consti-
tuyeron equipos de DPI a nivel nacional, quienes organizaron 
diversos eventos de capacitación a nivel local o nacional, 
construyendo así las capacidades de más de 10.000 miem-
bros del personal y agricultores en los procesos de innovación 
de múltiples partes dirigidas por los agricultores. Muchas 
de las personas capacitadas participaron en concursos de 
innovación de los agricultores, experimentos conjuntos y / o 
manejando los LISFs. 

Además de la formación, la red ha diseñado y usado varios 
otros mecanismos y eventos de creación de capacidades 
tales como el IPW (11 veces), misiones de apoyo técnico 
a los PPs por parte del IST (un total de 117 visitas), visitas 
cruzadas entre PPs (8 visitas), el apoyo técnico a distancia 
desde el IST por correo electrónico y Skype, y varias otras 
reuniones y talleres. 

Para lograr el tercer objetivo – la incorporación del enfoque 
de DPI – la red utilizó numerosas herramientas y mecanismos. 
A nivel internacional, estos incluyeron: (co-)organización 
de tres grandes talleres internacionales, la participación y 
contribución en muchos talleres internacionales organizados 
por otros, la preparación y la difusión de 235 documentos 
publicados que incluyen 11 libros / folletos, notas de políti-
cas, artículos de diarios o revistas, y actividades bilaterales 
de diálogo sobre políticas. 

No es fácil evaluar los resultados de estos esfuerzos. El siste-
ma de seguimiento y evaluación interna de la red ha recogido 
evidencia anecdótica sustancial sobre un interés a nivel 
internacional que parece haber aumentado, de lo cual algo 
se ha transformado en apoyo a la red por parte de nuevas 
organizaciones. Evaluaciones externas anteriores, además de 
una encuesta por Internet realizada como parte del inventario 
indican que, desde 2003, ha aumentado la conciencia y la 
aceptación de la innovación local y el DPI entre profesionales 
y organizaciones internacionales de la I+D agropecuario. 
El balance, sin embargo, también muestra que aún queda 
mucho por hacer para realizar cambios sustanciales y sosteni-
bles en la política de la I+D agropecuario a nivel internacional 
para apoyar la promoción de la innovación local y el DPI más 
allá de la aceptación general para incluir la integración real  
y el uso del enfoque de forma específica en proyectos, progra-
mas y otras actividades de las organizaciones. 
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Los socios en las PPs han utilizado enfoques, métodos y 
herramientas muy diversos en su trabajo de integración. 
Debido a la naturaleza descentralizada de la red, algunos de 
estos trabajos no se evidencian a nivel internacional, pero, 
de lo que se ha notificado, se puede concluir que las PPs han 
producido casi 250 publicaciones para apoyar este trabajo, 
incluyendo 9 informes de políticas, 25 videos, y organizaron  
al menos 27 ferias de innovación de los agricultores a nivel 
nacional y subnacional. Involucrar los representantes de  
las principales organizaciones de la I+D agropecuario en 
 asociaciones de múltiples interesados a nivel nacional ha  
sido una estrategia clave para crear puntos de entrada para  
la integración del DPI dentro de estas organizaciones. 

El progreso en la integración de la promoción de la innova-
ción local y el DPI en los planes de estudio de las universi-
dades y escuelas de agricultura es un logro importante de la 
obra de integración de las PPs. Al menos cinco universidades 
han incluido módulos y temas vinculados al DPI en los cursos 
existentes, mientras que, en Nepal, un curso completo en la 
innovación local y el DPI al nivel de Bachillerato y Master se 
desarrolló en una universidad, el cual se ofrece ahora con 
regularidad. Muchas organizaciones no gubernamentales 
(ONGs) clave a nivel de las PPs también han incorporado 
el DPI dentro de sus propias organizaciones, mientras que 
existe evidencia de que los Ministerios de Agricultura en al 
menos cinco países han aceptado el DPI como un enfoque 
y están utilizando o apoyando el enfoque dentro de sus 
programas regulares. Menos progreso ha sido reportado 
en la incorporación del enfoque dentro de las instituciones 
formales de investigación. 

La creación de asociaciones de múltiples interesados y 
mecanismos sostenibles para el aprendizaje conjunto y la 
 acción de los implicados en la I+D agropecuario es el cuarto 
de los principales objetivos de la red. Se ha puesto énfasis 
en la creación de asociaciones de múltiples partes intere-
sadas a nivel nacional – las PPs. Éstas son apoyadas por 
el IST y la Secretaría Internacional, con la gobernabilidad 
global a través del Grupo de Supervisión de Prolinnova. 
Prolinnova ha logrado facilitar el crecimiento de 21 PPs 
semiautónomas. Muchos diferentes grupos de interés parti-
cipan en estas PPs, con las ONGs siendo el grupo más grande 
(aproximadamente 40%), por delante de los organismos 
públicos de extensión / investigación (más de 20%) y los 
institutos educativos (alrededor del 15%). El inventario reve-
ló que 16 de estas PPs están activas hoy en día, aunque en 
diferentes niveles dependiendo en parte de la financiación 
interna y externa. La capacidad de la ONG que coordina las 
PPs para encontrar facilitadores de la plataforma que sean 
capaces de facilitar dicho grupo y con buenas habilidades 
interpersonales también contribuyó al éxito de las PPs. 

Es obvio que la red internacional Prolinnova ha seguido 
 funcionando, conociendo, ampliando, aprendiendo y adap-

tándose en los últimos diez años. Factores de éxito claves 
fueron el proceso de desarrollo gradual y orgánico, el carácter 
flexible y abierto de la red, las estructuras relativamente 
ligeras elegidas con burocracia limitada, y el énfasis en los 
conceptos y la práctica de la red como propiedad compar-
tida que involucra diversas contribuciones y talentos. Los 
altamente interactivos IPWs anuales desempeñan un papel 
decisivo para mantener el espíritu de red y el compromiso 
continuo con la agenda compartida de Prolinnova. Sin 
embargo, la sostenibilidad a largo plazo de la red puede ser 
amenazada por su dependencia de la capacidad y disposición 
de los miembros del IST para trabajar con presupuestos muy 
reducidos y también en su propio tiempo “libre”. 

Durante los últimos diez años e incluso antes de eso, la 
Secretaría del GFAR ha interactuado regularmente con la red 
Prolinnova de diversas maneras. Desempeñó un importante 
papel de apoyo cuando la red se estaba formando y en varios 
momentos cruciales de su desarrollo. 

A lo largo de su historia, los socios de Prolinnova han 
revisado e intercambiado regularmente sobre los esfuer-
zos para construir y mantener asociaciones de múltiples 
partes interesadas, sobre todo para que puedan aprender y 
mejorar estos esfuerzos. Las lecciones aprendidas también 
se han documentado para compartir en mayor medida en 
varias formas incluyendo artículos, un folleto, documentos  
y presentaciones en conferencias, y un conjunto de videos 
de corta duración. 

En cuanto a la movilización y uso de recursos, el inventario 
reveló que, entre 2003 y 2014, la red movilizó recursos por 
un valor total de € 10.452.875; de los cuales € 2.519.535 
(24%) procedió de fuentes propias de los socios o de sus 
donantes locales. Con los presupuestos anuales de las PPs 
que raramente sobrepasan los € 30,000-40,000 – y algunos 
con mucho menos – está claro que la ambición de la incorpo-
ración del DPI dentro de las principales instituciones de la I+D 
agropecuario se puede realizar solamente si las PPs pueden 
vincularse con otras iniciativas en sus países. 

Comparando la financiación externa promedio de alrededor 
de € 800.000 por año para el volumen de trabajo realizado y 
documentado en el inventario, se puede concluir que la red 
funciona con niveles relativamente altos de costo-eficiencia, 
es decir, mucho se hizo con recursos relativamente limitados. 

El hecho de que la red funciona con un gran número de pe-
queños proyectos o donantes enfocados en las actividades 
ha contribuido a su resiliencia, pero esto crea una continua 
y alta presión para recaudar fondos. La coordinación con 
los donantes y el manejo de muchos pequeños flujos de 
financiación se ha vuelto muy exigente, y ha demostrado 
que es difícil movilizar el apoyo para las actividades clave y 
la gobernanza de la red. 
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En conclusión, los logros de Prolinnova de los últimos diez 
años se consideran sustanciales. El diseño descentralizado 
de la red así como la propiedad y autonomía que esto creó 
en sus socios en todos los niveles, ha sido un factor clave 
que contribuye a este éxito. Es un logro en sí mismo que la 
red siguió funcionando después de que una financiación im-
portante holandesa llegara a su fin en 2011. Esto fue posible, 
accediendo a un complejo conjunto de pequeñas iniciativas 
de financiación a corto plazo que, sin embargo, no cubrieron 
muchas de las actividades principales de la red y pusieron 
alta presión sobre los miembros de la red y el Secretariado 
Internacional. Esto podría poner en peligro la sostenibilidad 
de la red. Acoger el Secretariado Internacional por una orga-
nización en el Sur reduciría los costos y, si va acompañada de 
una buena estrategia de recaudación de fondos, ello podría 
ayudar a hacer frente a este reto. 
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1 Introduction

In December 1999, members of a number of NGOs from the 
North and South and a few like-minded individuals from 
international agricultural research centres met and initiated 
a global effort to scale up participatory approaches based 
on local initiatives and to integrate them into mainstream 
institutions of agricultural research and development (ARD). 
This was in response to a) the limitations of more top-down 
approaches in ARD and b) the limited success in bringing 
small-scale participatory ARD efforts to scale. 

This initiative was part of larger movement at the time that 
called for stronger farmer involvement in ARD through partici-
patory and/or client-oriented research, farmer field schools 
and farmer-led extension. What distinguished this initiative 
from others was its attention to farmers’ own problem-solving 
innovation and capacities and the call for a strong say of farm-
ers in the participatory research process and its outreach. It 
sought to bridge the gap between research and extension by 
bringing them together to give attention to stimulating inno-
vation in farming communities.

This initiative was developed as a Global Partnership 
Programme (GPP) under the umbrella of the Global Forum 
for Agricultural Research (GFAR) and was called Prolinnova 
(PROmoting Local INNOVAtion in ecologically oriented 
 agriculture and natural resource management). This laid  
the foundation for the Prolinnova network. After several 
years of trying to mobilise funds, the network’s activities 
started on the ground in 2003. The network was formally 
launched in Ethiopia in March 2004 and, over more than a 
decade, it has grown into the well-recognised international 
network as we know it today.

In 2014, the Prolinnova network needed to rethink its 
 strategy in a changing context, revisit the activities it under-
takes and assess its own functioning. It therefore initiated a 
process of ‘stocktaking’ to serve three main purposes:

1  To increase insights into accomplishments of Prolinnova 
up to 2014, in relation to available financial resources, 
and into the role of multi-stakeholder platforms in these 
achievements;

2  To appraise the accomplishments of Prolinnova at 
 country level in integrating its approach into mainstream 
ARD programmes, organisations and policies and thereby 
help the sub-networks at country level to re-strategise 
their work and partnerships for the next decade;

3  To formulate and share lessons, conclusions and recom-
mendations for strengthening global multi-stakeholder 
partnerships for ARD within and beyond the network.

The stocktaking was also meant to contribute to reflections 
on the relationship of the GFAR to Prolinnova and the role it 
played in the development of this particular GPP. Co-funding 
made available by the GFAR made this comprehensive stock-
taking exercise possible.

This document provides a synthesis of all findings and related 
information generated through the various sub-studies and 
activities in this stocktaking process and are detailed in the 
next chapter. The findings are organised along the lines of  
the four overall objectives of the network, as agreed by all 
partners at its inaugural meeting in Ethiopia, and include:  

1  increased understanding and further development of 
approaches and methodologies for promotion of Local 
Innovation and Participatory Innovation Development  
(LI/PID); 

2  building capacity of development actors to implement  
and advocate for LI/PID; 

3  mainstreaming and institutionalisation of LI/PID and, 
4  effective functioning of Prolinnova as a learning 

network. 
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Sharing of experiences during the 2004 workshop  
launching Prolinnova 
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2 The approach to stocktaking 

As a first step, the Prolinnova International Secretariat at 
ETC Foundation (the host of the network until 2015) in consul-
tation with the GFAR Secretariat developed an overall study 
framework that would guide the stocktaking process. The 
final version of this framework is found in Annex 1.

A desk study was regarded as an important second step 
in the process. This study – supported by an intern from 
Wageningen University and Research – reviewed all relevant 
Prolinnova reports and documents to obtain answers to 
the key questions set out in the stocktaking framework 
(Prolinnova 2015b). It tried to take as comprehensive a 
look as possible at what Prolinnova had done over the 
10-year period between 2003 and 2013, focusing particularly 
on the activities implemented. Where possible, the study 
incorporated outcome data on these activities derived from 
existing internal reports as well as from reports of external 
evaluations or assessment studies. 

In addition, the Prolinnova Secretariat made a detailed 
review of the network’s achievements in mainstreaming 
farmer-led innovation development at the international level 
(Prolinnova 2015a). Using data from the desk study as a 
starting point, it summarised all information found in external 
studies, added more recent data from the network’s internal 
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system and complemented 
this by using a questionnaire to obtain views from 40 staff 
members of international ARD organisations.

To achieve the second objective, a critical self-assessment 
was undertaken by all country sub-networks, known as 
Country Platforms (CPs). Most CPs received support in doing 
this from Prolinnova’s Secretariat in the form of an op-
erational assessment form (Annex 2) and a series of email 
and Skype consultations on using this assessment form 
and for initial analysis of the data gathered. Fifteen of 21 

CPs  completed their assessment with this support. Five CPs 
received direct support through a visit by a member of the 
Prolinnova International Support Team. In the case of two 
CPs (Senegal and Ghana), this took the form of an in-depth 
consultation lasting several days with field visits, individual 
interviews and facilitated meetings of key stakeholders. In 
the case of the other three (Kenya, Ethiopia, Burkina Faso), 
the  in-country support was more limited, focusing on meet-
ings with key organisations and/or members of the National 
Steering Committee (NSC) and was made possible by piggy-
backing on visits of International Support Team members to 
these countries for other purposes. The results have been 
presented in Prolinnova (2015c).

A draft synthesis of initial findings was presented and 
discussed extensively at the 2015 annual Prolinnova 
International Partners Workshop (IPW) in Axum, Ethiopia.  
This synthesis report builds on the presentations in Axum  
and incorporates all feedback and additional information 
 generated during and after this meeting. The synthesis report 
will be shared widely using the e-platforms of Prolinnova 
as well as its partner organisations, various media outlets 
and, where possible, through relevant international meet-
ings. This synthesis report summarises the main findings and 
conclusions of the reports of the specific stocktaking studies 
(Prolinnova 2015a, 2015b and 2015c). 

Working with large sets of secondary data has its inherent 
limitations. One important limitation has been the decen-
tralised set-up of the network. Some details and data on the 
network’s activities are maintained only at country level, if at 
all, and do not reach the International Secretariat. Some CPs 
have been better than others in monitoring and recording 
their work and the results thereof. This implies that quantita-
tive data presented in this report in relation to work at country 
level may well be underestimated.

The IPW 2015 reviewed the 
findings of the stocktaking
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3 Objective 1: Methodology development 

Introduction

Prolinnova was not initiated with the ambition of providing 
large-scale and long-term support directly to rural communi-
ties. Its focus has been on ways to strengthen intermediary 
organisations among the CP partners by encouraging them  
to pay more attention to existing local innovation processes 
and to support farmer-led ARD through PID and related 
 approaches. Trying these approaches out in practice, learn-
ing from such practice, and documenting and sharing this 
learning is covered under Prolinnova’s first objective of 
‘methodology development’. These efforts also serve to build 
an evidence base that feeds into the mainstreaming, policy 
dialogue and advocacy activities of the network.

Methodology development refers primarily to the recogni-
tion, study and documentation of farmer innovation, PID (also 
called farmer-led joint experimentation) and Local Innovation 
Support Funds (LISFs). Together, these form the heart of the 
Prolinnova approach. Other supportive innovative aspects 
built around this core include farmer-led documentation, 
farmer innovation fairs and a tool for participatory assess-
ment of PID mainstreaming. Some attention has also been 
given to broad-basing the application of PID into other areas 
such as in HIV-AIDS-affected communities and for climate-
change adaptation (CCA). 

Achievements in methodology development

Drawing substantially from the desk study report (Prolinnova 
2015b) and the report on the self-assessment by the CPs 
(Prolinnova 2015c), this chapter reviews what the network 
has done and achieved in terms of methodology development 
and the extent to which the results and lessons generated 
have been consolidated and documented for wider sharing. 
Table 1 summarises the core methodologies developed and 
used by the network. 

Local or farmer innovation refers to the process by which 
local people develop new and better ways of doing things – 
using their own resources and on their own initiative, out of 
curi osity or responding to problems or opportunities emerg-
ing from ever-changing conditions. The outcomes of these 
processes are local innovations (with an ‘s’). Encouraging 
development workers and researchers to give this serious at-
tention facilitates information exchange among farmers, helps 
to change perceptions of stakeholders in ARD on the potential  
of partnering with farmers, creates entry points for joint devel-
opment and research work, and strengthens policy dialogue 
towards acceptance of the relevance of farmer innovation.

Planning numerous studies and other activities over the years 
to capture and understand farmer innovation, implementing 

Table 1: Achievements in developing methodologies in the Prolinnova approach

Methodology Main achievements Status, level of consolidation  
and documentation

Recognising local 
 innovation (LI)

•  Guidelines for understanding basic concepts developed 
•  Forms and formats for identifying, describing and 

 analysing LI developed and used by all CPs 
•  Extensive studies of LI in most CPs: at least 1500 farmer 

innovators and innovations identified and documented 

•  Guidelines, study forms and formats for documenting 
LI consolidated internally in most CPs, often in local 
languages 

•  Overall methodology and experiences across countries 
analysed and captured in published booklet by the 
International Support Team1

•  Information on local innovations published and spread 
widely at CP level through diverse media (see Chapter 5)

Farmer-led joint 
 experimentation

•  Informed by materials from IST and own experiences, CPs 
designed methodology in training and planning workshops 

•  More than 300 joint experiments implemented but 
 significant differences among CPs in developing / adapting 
the approach to own conditions

•  Training guides, PID manuals developed in local languages 
such as Nepali, Khmer, Amharic; also in French 

•  Methodologies used and experiences across countries 
analysed and captured in booklet published by the IST  
and summarised in a policy brief

LISFs •  Feasible models for operating LISFs developed through 3-6 
years of action research in 8 countries 

•  M&E approach and tool developed and used for cross-
country analysis 

•  LISF management committees processed over 1200 ap-
plications, approved 65% (45% by women) and disbursed 
grants of € 5-1500; total disbursed almost € 60,000

•  In 6 countries, LISF approach and model developed with 
lessons learned documented in manuals or other forms  
of external publication 

•  Overall analysis of experiences across all countries 
 published and spread through one synthesis report, 
numerous papers / conference contributions and two 
policy briefs

1 http://www.prolinnova.net/resources/publications/Recognising%20local%20innovation
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these, learning from them and improving methodologies has 
helped the network find methods and tools that are best suit-
ed for the purpose. Key among these are forms of discussion 
that enable deep probing, whilst differentiating between local 
innovation, traditional knowledge and indigenous knowledge. 
Specific field-study methods include direct observation, use 
of key informants and relevant questions, ‘snowballing’ inter-
views and reconstruction of innovation cases. Competitions 
for identifying best farmer innovations proved effective in 
encouraging developments agents to engage in this process. 
Simple formats to capture innovations and to assess these 
innovations after initial documentation have been developed.

Once discovered, the documentation of local innovation(s) 
has been done mainly by the CPs. The diversity of approaches 
used to publish and spread information on the most promis-
ing innovations is discussed in Chapter 5. At the international 
level, the International Secretariat analysed the various meth-
odologies developed and used by the CPs and compiled the 
findings in a booklet, one in Prolinnova’s series of booklets.

From the documentation at hand, it could be estimated that at 
least 1500 farmer innovators and their innovations have been 
identified and given recognition through the work of the CPs. 
The LISFs alone mobilised a third of this number. Some of the 
local innovations are relevant in the specific local context, 
and could be adaptations from practices elsewhere, feeding 

into local-level extension and farmer-exchange programmes. 
Others have potential for larger-scale application and have 
often gone through some form of joint experimentation that 
served to validate them.

Further management of the information and data of the 
studies on local innovation and making this information more 
widely accessible have proven to be a challenge. Much of 
documentation undertaken by CPs is not accessible to those 
not directly involved, particularly those in other countries.  
The same is true for information related to farmer-led joint 
experiments, as discussed below. 

Further development of the farmer-led joint-experimentation 
methodology followed a similar path: inspired by initial train-
ing and planning workshops, CPs started organising iterative 
cycles of joint experimentation based on local innovation, 
 reviewed both outcomes and processes of each cycle, and 
used the learning for consolidating the methodology and 
adapting it to their specific conditions.

Joint experimentation has taken different forms over the 
years but has always involved cooperation between farmers 
and support agents, an agreement to try out one or several 
practices or ideas, a structure for monitoring and capturing 
information throughout the process, and a joint review of the 
results as a basis for learning. Farmers have had a strong role 

Innovative woman beekeeper in Ethiopia has designed 
 beehives that are better and cheaper than commercial ones
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Cambodian farmers and extensionist jointly measure  
the harvest of rice of a joint experiment
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and say in all aspects of the experimentation process, which 
is aimed at increasing their capacity to innovate, compare 
alternatives, manage information and data, and increase 
linkages and interactions with support agents. Some joint 
experimentation has involved only farmers and extension 
staff and has thus become part of extension work. Other joint 
experiments have involved researchers, allowing for a more 
systematic approach to experimentation and better documen-
tation of findings.

The number of joint experiments mentioned in Table 1 does 
not reveal the considerable differences in how they were 
implemented in the different countries. These differences are 
not only caused by limited capacities and resources but are 
also linked to choices made by the CPs. Joint experimentation 
has addressed a diversity of topics. Some of the experiments 
have been relevant locally – e.g. adaptation of local soil and 
water conservation practices – while others, such as the use 
of plant extracts for pest/ disease management, have had the 
potential to benefit many more farmers.

Challenges in organising joint experimentation have been re-
ported frequently. Even after comprehensive capacity-building 
events, trained personnel have found it difficult, initially, to 
accept farmers as equal partners in joint experimentation. 
Costs involved have also been mentioned as a challenge, par-
ticularly in the case of joint experiments with a high input from 
research. Finally, it has also been a challenge to consolidate 
and make a comparative analysis of results of experiments 
undertaken on the same issues but in different countries, 
especially to know when such an analysis would be beneficial 
(and for whom) and then to mobilise resources for it.

As mentioned in Table 1, Prolinnova undertook an important 
action-research programme in eight countries to come up with 
feasible models for Local Innovation Support Funds (LISFs). 
The French Government through the Promoting Sustainable 
Development in Agricultural Research Systems (DURAS) 
project, the Netherlands Government and the Rockefeller 
Foundation co-funded this work. The models that were devel-

oped and tested demonstrated that farmer innovators could 
use relatively small amounts of funding to accelerate their 
 innovative work at moderate transaction costs. LISF models 
and methodologies have been well documented and spread 
both at the CP level and internationally. It has been more chal-
lenging than foreseen to link the LISFs to regular national or 
local ARD funding sources.

Prolinnova has also developed a number of other support 
methods and tools as summarised in Table 2.

The farmer innovation fair (FIF) methodology grew out of 
a series of fairs organised in different countries – above 
all, the national FIF held in 2009 in Nepal – followed by 
the FID at regional level held in Eastern Africa in 2013. An 
FIF involves creating a space to bring farmer innovators 
together and to provide them with an opportunity to display 
their work and to interact with each other as well as with 
ARD staff and the wider public who visit the fair. It usually 
includes side events such as mini-workshops, panel discus-
sions, video screenings, cultural shows etc and often also 
a contest for best innovators (male and female). High-level 
policymakers are often invited as guests of honour to open 
these fairs, to deliver keynote addresses and to judge the 
best innovators. This not only attracts media coverage but 
also creates room for policy dialogue. 

Working closely with PELUM-Uganda and with Oxfam Novib 
in the Netherlands, Prolinnova developed an approach 
that enables farmers and other land users to take the lead 
in documenting their local issues in agriculture and natural 
resource management (NRM) and their own innovations to 
deal with them. This became known as farmer-led docu-
mentation (FLD). FLD attempts to present farmer innovation 
through the eyes of local communities and builds the capac-
ity and confidence of local people to analyse and share their 
own experiences and innovations. In the period 2006-11, the 
Prolinnova network and the above-mentioned partners 
undertook a desk study on related experiences, organised 
an international workshop in Uganda and implemented a 

Table 2: Development of supportive methods and tools

Methodology Main achievements Status, level of consolidation  
and documentation

Farmer innovation 
fair (FIF)

•  Methodology development by learning from implementation 
•  One regional FIF for Eastern Africa (later also in West Africa), at 

least 10 national fairs, and many local and smaller fairs in CPs

•  Documentation of approach and lessons learnt in internal 
documents (to be consolidated in well-structured publication 
at international level)

Farmer-led  
documentation 
(FLD) 

•  Extensive literature review, international workshop,  
international training in participatory video methodology 

•  Ten FLD pilots in five countries

•  Pilots and lessons learnt documented in reports and  
manuals by 5 CPs. 

•  Methodologies used and experiences across countries  
analysed and captured in booklet compiled by the IST

Assessment  
tool on PID  
institutionalisation

•  Tool design based on literature review 
•  Piloting in two cases in Cambodia and Ethiopia 

•  Consolidated tool description and guidelines in Working  
Paper (www.prolinnova.net/sites/default/files/documents/
resources/working_paper/wp_37_pid_institutionalisation_ 
assessment_tool_final.pdfinternal document)
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series of FLD pilots. Ten of these pilots were coordinated 
by Prolinnova CPs and covered FLD methods such as 
participatory video, photo documentaries, storytelling and 
combinations of these. 

These experiences demonstrated that FLD is an effective 
tool that communities could use to express themselves and 
present their issues and experiences as part of an ongoing 
participatory innovation process. However, the International 
Support Team had limited time and resources to build rel-
evant capacity in communities as well as among the support-
ing external agents.

Led by members of the Prolinnova-Ethiopia CP, the network 
developed a tool to assess the level of institutionalisation of the 
LI/PID approach within ARD organisations. The tool consists of 
17 questions that elicit the extent to which the approach is inte-
grated in various parts of a given organisation. For each ques-
tion, the tool gives clear indications and examples that help 
people decide on a score of 1, 2, 3 or 4. The total score on all 
questions gives an indication of the overall level of institution-
alisation and an additional column provides room to add com-
ments on the causes and factors that contributed to the success 
or failure of institutionalisation. Table 3 picks up two questions 
from the tool, with explanation on how to do the scoring. 

Table 4 summarises the efforts of the network to explore the 
potential of using the PID approach in domains other than 
agriculture and NRM.

The explorative work on the use of PID in working with HIV/
AIDS-affected communities became known as HAPID and was 
led by the CPs in Mozambique and South Africa with some 
involvement of the CP in Ghana. To start with, each CP under-
took an inventory of organisations supporting HIV/AIDS-
affected households and those working with participatory 
approaches to ARD. Thereafter, they organised planning and 
capacity-building workshops on the implications of HIV/AIDS 
for farming communities as well as the relevance of the  
LI/PID approach to strengthen resilience at household and 
community level. This was followed by case studies on inno-
vative coping mechanisms in agriculture and NRM in the face 
of HIV/AIDS, the results of which were shared at a final work-
shop in each of the three CPs. Although it has proven more 
difficult than anticipated to build stronger relationships and 
interactions between the different stakeholders involved in 
HAPID, a range of interesting and relevant technical and social 
innovations were identified. 

When CPs noticed that the increasing number of new initia-
tives and programmes addressing climate change paid little 
attention to how land-users themselves set about adaptation, 
the network decided to make its own investigations. In 2008, 
the network launched a series of studies on whether and how 
an LI/PID approach could support climate-change adapta-
tion (CCA). CPs in Ethiopia, Nepal and Niger analysed how 
land-users innovate in order to respond to climate change 
and reviewed the results in workshops with key CCA actors in 
the country. This led to a growing consensus on the potential 

Table 3: Extract from the PID institutionalisation assessment tool

Level of institutionalisation 

Assessment question 1 2 3 4 Why or why not?

To what extent is LI/PID 
approach included in 
regular planning?

Very little reference to 
use of LI/PID approach 
in planning documents

Planning documents 
refer to LI/PID approach 
but little about imple-
mentation procedures 

Use of LI/PID approach 
is planned with implicit 
procedures

Use of LI/PID approach 
is explicitly planned with 
detailed strategies and 
procedures 

To what extent does 
the organisation have 
skilled staff capable of 
facilitating LI/PID?

Staff skilled in LI/PID 
brought in from other 
organisations as needed

A few key staff members 
have good knowledge 
on LI/PID, but little 
practical experience 

Most staff members 
have good knowledge 
on LI/PID, but limited 
practical experience

All staff members have 
good knowledge and 
practical skills to apply 
LI/PID approach and are 
doing it well

Table 4: Applying PID in new domains

Methodology Main achievements Status, level of consolidation  
and documentation

PID in working with HIV/AIDS- 
affected communities (HAPID)

•  Explorative studies and networking  
by two CPs

•  Learning in two countries documented in Prolinnova Working Paper 33 
http://www.prolinnova.net/sites/default/files/documents/resources/
working_paper/working_paper_33_hapid_synthesis_report.pdf

PID to strengthen community 
resilience to climate change

•  Studies on local innovation in the face  
of climate change by three CPs 

•  Two multi-CP projects funded and being 
implemented in promoting PID for CCA

•  Internal reports of the three studies 
•  Policy brief published with main findings of three studies and cases from 

elsewhere http://www.prolinnova.net/sites/default/files/documents/
thematic_pages/climate_change_pid/2011/prolinnova_policy_brief_ 
climate_change_june_2011_lowres.pdf
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of LI/PID as an approach to CCA. The interest encouraged 
Prolinnova to summarise its findings and other similar expe-
riences from elsewhere into an international policy brief. The 
relevance of the LI/PID approach for supporting communities 
to strengthen local resilience in adapting to climate change 
has gained recognition in recent years. A number of more re-
cent CCA and resilience-building initiatives, including several 
facilitated by Prolinnova, have integrated this approach to 
CCA. These include the Local Innovation and Experimentation 
for Climate-Change Adaptation (LINEX-CCA) project imple-
mented by the CPs in Cambodia, India and Nepal with funding 
from Misereor, the German Catholic Bishops’ organisation 
for development cooperation, and the Combining Local 
Innovative Capacity with Scientific Research: Strengthening 
Resilience to Change (CLIC-SR) project implemented in 
Eastern Africa with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation.

Analysis

Looking at the results as summarised above, it can be 
concluded that the network has made substantial achieve-
ments in methodology development. Most of the results have 
been systematised at the international level in a way that 
inspires others to start using or adapting the methodolo-
gies. Prolinnova’s booklet series published by IIRR in the 
Philippines has played an important role in this. Policy briefs 
and internal working papers have also helped to capture 

and share the outcomes of methodology development. 
Documentation of methodologies for use in different coun-
tries (in local languages) has also been done reasonably well 
in the case of LISF pilots and to a lesser degree in the other 
areas of methodology.

The approach and methodologies for identifying, recognising 
and analysing farmer innovation have evolved to a degree 
that they have become part and parcel of the work of CP 
partners. Many farmer innovations have been documented 
and disseminated in the last decade. However, the challenge 
for many Prolinnova partner organisations is to use these 
innovations as entry points for catalysing collaboration and 
partnership among farmers, researchers, extensionists and 
other service providers through farmer-led joint experimenta-
tion. Prolinnova could perhaps look more critically at farmer 
innovations found and documented and strategise which have 
potential that goes beyond local-level problem solving and 
merit more attention.

The overall number of joint experiments across the network 
downplays the fact that many CPs have found it a challenge  
to facilitate farmer-led joint experiments. In spite of sub-
stantial training efforts, the limited capacities of relevant 
staff to facilitate PID has proved to be a constraint. Some 
CPs have cited the relatively high costs involved as a 
bottle neck, while other CPs have found ways to get around 
this issue. Costs of joint experiments undertaken through 

Farmer innovator explaining his innovation to visitors at the national Farmer Innovation Fair in Nepal
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the LISFs have been lower than those directly negotiated 
with research organisations. Joint experimentation often 
requires longer-term commitment of key players, at least 
throughout the duration of one farming season, but the 
commitment and availability of relevant staff could not  
be ensured in situations where the approach was not fully 
accepted by the organisations concerned.

Another major challenge has been consolidating and 
 managing information and data derived from the studies 
of local innovation and joint experimentation and mak-

ing these accessible to a wider audience. CPs have used 
various forms and methods to document and spread the 
findings of their PID experiences such as farmer maga-
zines, community radio, video clips, farmer meetings and 
documentation by undergraduate students. Little of this 
information has been accessible for people not directly 
 involved in the work, particularly those in other countries. 
In a number of cases, such accessibility was realised 
through publishing the process and results of joint experi-
ments in (international) journals and presentations at 
national and international conferences.

A woman innovator who has been using raised beds to grow salads as a way of preventing  
flood damage to the crops due to unusually heavy rain as a result of climate change
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4 Capacity building

Introduction

Building the capacity of development workers, researchers, 
academics, farmer leaders and other ARD-related stakehold-
ers to use and advocate for farmer-led innovation approaches 
building on local innovation is central to Prolinnova’s work. 
Capacity building is done at all levels: internationally, nation-
ally and locally. ‘Opening the eyes’ of development workers, re-
searchers and others to the relevance of farmers’ own innova-
tion efforts and inspiring these other actors to work alongside 
the innovators, instead of above or against them, is the overall 
objective of Prolinnova’s capacity-building agenda. 

Prolinnova uses a step-wise, cascade approach in which peo-
ple trained intensively, often in international Training of Trainers 
(ToT) events, are encouraged to train others in subsequent 
events in their own countries. Regular international ToT courses 
in LI/PID have been crucial in this process. These aim at empow-
erment, increased ownership and enhanced capacities of train-
ers in CPs to continue in-country capacity building. Capacity 
building in Prolinnova, however, is much more than a series  
of organised training events, as can be seen in the following. 

Training programmes implemented

Prolinnova has paid substantial attention to capacity building 
over the past decade. Table 5 summarises some statistics on all 
key training programmes conducted between 2003 and 2013. 
This table distinguishes between training at country level and 
training at international level – the former geared to partici-
pants from a given CP and the latter catering to participants 
from more than one CP. Most of the training workshops have 
focused on the farmer-led innovation approach and on topics 
such as LI, PID, LISF and FLD but have also addressed issues 
such policy advocacy, M&E and gender within PID. At country 
level, a further distinction has been made between training 
that targets farmers and/or community groups and so-called 
mixed training events that target staff of different stakeholder 
organisations, including farmer leaders or innovators.

While the international ToT courses have often lasted at least 
10 days, training of staff at other levels have been of 3-5 days’ 
duration, while farmer training events have been even shorter. 
In all cases, the training methodology has been highly interac-
tive and has involved a diversity of training methods and tools 

Small group assignments are an important and integral element of PID training conducted by Prolinnova
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in order to gain a deeper understanding of the content. With 
a few exceptions, training at CP level has been facilitated by 
staff trained in international ToTs and without involvement of 
a member of the International Support Team.

A broader look at capacity building

As mentioned above, Prolinnova has used a wide range 
of activities to build capacities in LI/PID at all levels. 
This has included support to CPs by members of the 
International Support Team through on-the-job support 
during country visits (backstopping); virtual support 
by email and Skype in areas of project management, 
planning, documentation and publication; facilitation 
of cross-visits between CPs; and organisation of annual 
International Partner Workshops (IPWs). 

Such supplementary activities have encouraged the involve-
ment of ARD actors in identifying farmer innovations and 
innovators through award-giving events and interacting with 
them in innovation fairs and through joint experimentation 
for capacity-building purposes. Table 6 summarises data on 
these supplementary capacity-building activities.

In addition, the CPs have engaged in efforts to strengthen the 
functioning of farmer groups and community-based organisa-
tions (CBOs) that are viewed as the owners of PID processes 
at the local level. These efforts were significant between 

2007 and 2011, when discussions at the IPW in 2006 led 
to inclusion of this work in the larger project funded by the 
Netherlands Government. Capacity building of farmer groups 
and CBOs included areas such as organisational development 
and leadership training, financial education and management, 
literacy training, and strengthening of farmers’ capacities in 
policy dialogue and advocacy.

Country backstopping visits (North-South or South-South) 
have been used to provide on-the-job mentoring. A typical 
backstopping visit has lasted 3-5 days. CPs take the lead in 
setting the agenda, developing the programme and flagging 
issues to be addressed. Meetings with the national coor-
dinating body (e.g. National Working Group), the National 
Steering Committee (NSC) and platform partners are usually 
on the agenda of such visits. Country backstoppers from 
the International Support Team have also been involved 
as resource persons in national training workshops, have 
supported CP documentation and have joined CP members 
on visits to policy-/decision-makers in ARD institutions and 
donor organisations in the country.

Cross-visits between CPs have encouraged mutual learning 
and peer review on issues such as implementation of LI/PID 
in the daily work of CP partners, mainstreaming of the LI/PID 
approach and the modalities of CP organisation. Such a visit 
usually took about a week and included meetings with CP 
 coordinators and their partners, field visits to observe activi-
ties in the farms and interaction with farmer innovators. 

Table 6: Implementation of supplementary capacity-building activities in the period 2003-13

Activity No. of events No. of people involved

IST backstopping visits to CPs 113 (ranging from 1 to 17 visits per CP in this period)

Country cross-visits 8 51

IPWs 10 330

CP workshops on related topics 61

CPs strengthening CBOs and farmer groups 30 groups strengthened

Table 5: Training programmes implemented in the period 2003-13

Training No. of events No. of participants % women

International ToT in LI/PID 5 106 16%

International-level training in other topics 5 106 32%

Subtotal 9 198 23%

CP-level mixed training in LI/PID not available 5,690 25%

CP-level farmer training in LI/PID not available 4,200 not available

CP-level training in other topics 25 750 not available

Subtotal not available 10,640 25%

Note: CP-level quantitative data compiled from CP annual reports sent to the International Secretariat (incomplete data)
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The IPW brings together CPs, members of the IST, International 
Secretariat and the Prolinnova Oversight Group (POG) and 
other interested parties, including donors. Despite having no 
dedicated funding for this event, the network has managed to 
hold an IPW annually by pulling together small bits of funding 
from various sources. The IPW is the main event for face-to-
face sharing and learning within the network. It is also used to 
review progress made during the previous year and to plan for 
the year ahead. IPWs are far from static, formal events; they 
have been facilitated to create maximum opportunity for social 
learning and capacity strengthening. Each IPW has had a spe-
cific content focus, such as the LI/PID approach itself, PID for 
CCA, resilience building, M&E of PID, mainstreaming strategies 
and facilitation of country-level multi-stakeholder partnerships.

Analysis

The international ToTs in LI/PID have played a very important 
role in the network. M&E data in the International Secretariat 
show that at least 70% of the participants in the TOTs in 2006 
and 2007 had themselves organised and facilitated PID train-
ing events in their own CPs within an year after completion of 
the international course and had supported PID implementa-
tion in the field. Many CPs now have a group of LI/PID trainers 
capable of providing in-country training, although some of 
them have moved on to new jobs in organisations that are not 
part of the CPs, which has been seen as a limitation to their 
availability to support Prolinnova training activities. 

Most CPs involved in international ToTs have developed PID 
training materials adapted for use in their in-country training 
in local languages. The outcomes of supplementary capacity-
building activities such as the cross-visits and backstopping 
are less easy to assess. Discussions and issues raised among 
partners during IPWs have resulted in extending the LI/PID 
approach to other related areas such as the action research 
on Local Innovation Support Funds (LISFs), the work on 
PID for interaction with communities affected by HIV/AIDS 
(HAPID) and PID as a means of adapting to and strengthening 
community resilience in the face of climate change.

Capacity building at CP level has contributed to a signifi-
cant change of attitude among ARD practitioners, who have 
more respect for and understanding of farmer innovation 
and farmer innovators as equal partners in the development 
process. This is evident, for example, from the number of 
farmer innovations they have identified, documented and 
disseminated. Not all of these innovations have been further 
improved through processes of joint experimentation, for 
reasons mentioned above. At farmer level, there is little doubt 
that building of farmers’ capacity in LI/PID and their subse-
quent involvement in Prolinnova activities has increased 
their confidence to take up new things and be involved in 
experimentation (see also Box 1).

A lack of funds for continued international capacity-building 
events has been seen by the CPs as a major bottleneck. The 
cross-visits between CPs and the international TOTs in PID/
LI have been discontinued for lack of funds after the end 
of support from the Netherlands Government, which has 
been a great loss for the network. The IPWs continue to be 
held annually, though the attendance of CPs depends to a 
large degree on their involvement in a funded Prolinnova 
project, access to own resources or the success of (mostly) 
the International Secretariat in raising funds for the event. 
Backstopping visits depend increasingly on the possibilities 
for IST members to piggyback on visits to the countries for 
other work. This makes CP-CP backstopping more difficult, as 
CP staff do not have as many opportunities to travel to other 
countries in the context of their work.

Considering the large numbers of people trained within the 
CPs, M&E of post-training outcomes is much more challeng-
ing. As in many capacity-building programmes, the high rate 
of staff turnover within organisations has been a factor lead-
ing to loss of well-trained staff in the CP. This implies a need 
for continued training and mentoring to maintain PID capacity 
within organisations. Although capacity building within the 
network is strategically linked to mainstreaming of LI/PID,  
it has remained a challenge to ensure that trained staff  
within ARD organisations are given the space to be involved in 
LI/PID as part of their regular work.

Box 1: Evidence from Niger of increased farmer capacity in PID

Interviews in 2011 with six CBOs actively involved in the Niger CP confirmed increased strength of their 
organisations. They reported that new roles had emerged within their organisations, links with external 
agencies had improved sustainably, membership had increased and interactions between men and women  
had improved. They also noted increased experimental skills, improved literacy levels and more self-confidence 
of office bearers and members of the CBOs.

Source: Prolinnova-Niger report, cited in Prolinnova (2015b)
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5 Mainstreaming LI/PID

Introduction

Mainstreaming can be understood as moving beyond accept-
ance of the LI/PID approach by individuals to integration 
of the approach into projects and programmes and/or into 
organisations’ overall policies and structures. Prolinnova 
also views mainstreaming as the use of the LI/PID approach 
beyond the small group of pioneering organisations and 
individuals to encompass international and national ARD 
programmes and organisations. 

The network has undertaken a variety of activities to promote 
mainstreaming and institutionalisation both at the national 
(or sub-national) and at the international level, as described 
below. The choice of target institutions and methods used has 
largely been influenced by the specific context, the level of 
resources, existing links with individuals within institutions and 
opportunities that have arisen. Although most activities have 
been organised with this main purpose in mind, they have also 
sought to involve representatives of key organisations so as to 
create entry points for mainstreaming. Prolinnova has sought 
to promote its approach through various forms of dialogue and 
cooperation rather than through activism and lobbying.

Mainstreaming LI/PID internationally

At international level, the Prolinnova network has created 
awareness and acceptance of the LI/PID approach among 
international research and development organisations and 
donors. It has undertaken activities to mobilise relevant 

 experiences of the CPs and to collate, analyse and systema-
tise these at network level for wider sharing. The advocacy 
work at the international level is thus directly linked to and 
deeply rooted in what happens at the field level. 

The stocktaking at this level was done using a focused 
web-based questionnaire using the Survey Monkey tool with 
more than 40 resource persons working in international ARD 
programmes and organisations. This was complemented 
with information from Prolinnova reports and external 
studies (Prolinnova 2015d). The results of the stocktak-
ing of achievements at this level have been summarised in 
Prolinnova (2015a). 

Main activities realised
The main avenues for promoting the PID approach interna-
tionally have been (co-)organisation of international work-
shops, participation in and contribution to international 
workshops organised by others, preparation and spreading of 
papers, books, policy briefs, articles for journals or maga-
zines, and bilateral policy-dialogue activities. Web-based and 
other forms of e-communication complemented this. Table 7 
presents what has been done in more detail.

Prolinnova initiated and co-organised the Innovation 
Africa Symposium (IAS) in Uganda in 2006, the Innovation 
Asia-Pacific Symposium (IAPS) in Nepal in 2009 and the 
Agricultural Innovation Systems in Africa (AISA) workshop 
in Kenya in 20132. The last-mentioned was part of the larger 
Week of Agricultural Innovation in Africa (WAIA). In all 
these meetings, participants shared regional experiences 

Table 7: Activities implemented to mainstream LI/PID internationally

Activity Results Additional information

Co-organisation of inter-
national workshops

•  Three workshops, 341 participants •  Co-organisers include CIAT and other CGIAR Centres, ICIMOD, 
CIRAD; CPs of Uganda, Nepal and Kenya as co-hosts

Contribution to inter-
national workshops 
organised by others

•  212 independent contributions, 50% by IST and 50% by 
POG or CP members

•  Roles included delivery of keynotes, being panellists, 
workshop facilitators, session chairs or rapporteurs,  
and presenters of papers

International publications •  235 publications, including 11 books and booklets, 49 articles 
in journals and magazines, 8 policy briefs and 4 video films

• Most have been co-authored by CP and IST members

Web-based and other 
Internet-based activities

• Functioning website 
•  Active Facebook page 
• 4 issues of PID/PTD Circular 
•  Facilitation of Prolinnova Yahoogroup (600+ members) 

& CSO-GARD (CSO Group on ARD) Yahoogroup (200+ 
members)

• Website kept up-to-date 
•  Facebook page launched in 2011; re-activated in 2014 
•  PID/PTD Circular discontinued 
•  Email groups used regularly to share information, to develop 

joint positions (CSO-GARD) and less often for debates

Membership in interna-
tional (advisory) bodies

•  Active in at least 9 bodies, about 50% by CP or POG 
 members; more than half related to GFAR or regional fora

•  Membership sometimes on individual basis but always 
with links to Prolinnova

Source: Prolinnova (2015b)

2  After the period covered by this stocktaking exercise, Prolinnova also co-organised the West African Farmer Innovation Fair in Burkina Faso in 2015,  
together with a regional workshop on farmer-led research.
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and  approaches in developing and strengthening multi-
stakeholder innovation processes and increasing the role of 
smallholders in ARD. They discussed priorities and recom-
mendations for research, practice and policy. The results of 
these meetings were captured in publications/proceedings. 
In the case of the IAS in Uganda, the output took the form of a 
book published by Earthscan (Sanginga et al 2008), whereas 
electronic publications (http://www.prolinnova.net/iaps/sym-
posium_papers.html; Triomphe et al 2014: http://aisa2013.
wikispaces.com) were produced from the other two meetings.

The report on the desk study (Prolinnova 2015b) includes 
detailed descriptions of most of the other activities listed in 
Table 7. Generally, Prolinnova’s publications have targeted 
practitioners and their direct managers, policymakers and 
higher-level managers in ARD institutions, and academics 
in agricultural education. The network’s series of booklets 
on promoting local innovation includes four volumes so far. 
From 2010 onwards, the network increased its efforts in 
publishing and spreading key messages through policy briefs: 
4-page documents with an attractive layout presenting main 
findings and policy recommendations on a given topic. Two 
of the eight policy briefs were produced together with other 
organisations: a brief on the role of local innovation in man-
aging agricultural biodiversity with the German Agency for 
Technical Cooperation (GTZ) and a contribution on LI/PID to 
the FAO policy brief on scaling-up of good practices in SARD 
(Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development).

Results
It is not easy to assess the results or outcomes of mainstream-
ing at international level. If changes are observed at the inter-
national level, it cannot be certain that these are linked directly 
to efforts of Prolinnova. External studies and evaluations 
have suggested some increased awareness and acceptance 
of the relevance of local innovation and PID among interna-
tional ARD professionals and organisations since 2003. Adam 

and Fernando (2009) observed modest achievements in this 
regard. Studies by Holleman (2006 and 2010) using systematic 
Web-based searches have not shown a substantial increase in 
references to the approach on the Web by 2010 but the author 
noted methodological challenges in capturing these. 

The network’s internal M&E has collected substantial anecdotal 
evidence on increased interest in the approach internationally. 
The rhetoric of organisations such as FAO, CGIAR, CTA and IFAD 
(International Fund for Agricultural Development) have begun 
to refer to local or farmer innovation and the need for ARD to 
work with and support this process. The rhetoric has been 
translated into international programmes with LI/PID compo-
nents, as in the case of several CGIAR Collaborative Research 
Programmes and IFAD’s work on innovation. Prolinnova 
itself has been receiving an increasing number of invitations 
to contribute to policy debates of international bodies or pro-
grammes (including those of DFID and the EU in recent years) 
and to partner in new initiatives and projects. Although the 
network lost its core funding from the Netherlands Government 
in 2011, it has been able to continue its operations because 
a growing network of (sometimes) new donors have been 
prepared to support some of the work on LI/PID. The WAIA in 
Nairobi in 2013, for example, benefitted from the funding sup-
port of at least six donor organisations, three of which funded 
LI/PID activities through Prolinnova for the first time.

A survey among ARD professionals working internationally con-
firmed this analysis (Prolinnova 2015d). Seventy-five percent 
of respondents noted an increase in awareness internation-
ally on LI and PID as well as an increase in the use of these 
 approaches within ARD programmes. Only a few reported simi-
lar changes in international policies and regulations. As far as 
the increase in international awareness on LI/PID is concerned, 
a large majority of the respondents felt that Prolinnova 
has contributed significantly. The role of Prolinnova in the 
increased use of LI/PID within international ARD programmes 
was considered somewhat lower but still noticeable.

The survey respondents from international organisations felt 
that (co-)organisation of international workshops, symposia 
and innovation fairs had made the most effective contributions 
to achievements, whereas they found Prolinnova’s Website, 
Facebook page and Yahoo group as being the least effective.

Challenges
This analysis shows that much more needs to be done to real-
ise substantial and sustainable changes in ARD policy to sup-
port LI/PID that goes beyond general awareness to  include 
also integration of the approach into individual projects, 
programmes and organisations. To achieve this level of insti-
tutionalisation, Prolinnova would need to become more pro-
active and target specific international policy development 
processes and activities and the relevant individuals who 
could be change makers. While the network has produced an 
impressive list of publications targeting various audiences, 

Susan Kaaria, former POG member, telling the Prolinnova 
story at the Agrinatura Science Days in Vienna in 2013
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these deal mainly with the outcome of its work and approach 
in terms of livelihood improvements. Documentation of in-
creases in the capacity to innovate is still limited. Thus, more 
efforts would be needed to generate adequate ‘grounded’ 
evidence to support policy-influencing initiatives. 

Mainstreaming LI/PID in national ARD 
 policies, programmes and organisations

At country level, Prolinnova partners have also strived to 
mainstream LI/PID into national and sub-national ARD poli-
cies, programmes and organisations. Collaboration with like-
minded organisations and networks has been a key feature 
of this work. Often, the CPs follow the strategy of informal 
discussion and trust building with staff of ARD organisations 
at lower/middle levels before engaging with top-level man-
agement and pursuing more formal partnerships. Their work 
has been aimed at creating interest in and commitment to  
LI/PID by targeted ARD organisations rather than influencing 
the formulation of specific ARD policies.

Main activities accomplished
The CPs have used a great diversity of approaches,  methods 
and tools in their mainstreaming work and they have tar-
geted a diverse range of organisations. The choices they 
made depended on existing capacities of partners as well as 
 opportunities and limitations emerging from local conditions. 
In the decentralised set-up of the network, it is not easy to 
capture all the work done in quantitative terms. Table 8 sum-
marises information and data compiled during the desk study 
(Prolinnova 2015b) from M&E data and reports at hand. In 
nearly all countries, the actual data would be substantially 
more than what could be captured by this internal M&E sys-
tem. Important policy dialogues in the form of informal (often 
bilateral) meetings were not captured through any form of 
M&E. The strength of Prolinnova’s mainstreaming has been 
the combination of a diverse set of tools and methods. 

Involving representatives of key ARD organisations in 
multi-stakeholder partnerships at country level is a key 
strategy to create entry points for mainstreaming LI/PID 
within these organisations. NSCs of CPs often include 
higher-level staff members, thus increasing the potential for 
mainstreaming. Subsequent involvement of these organisa-
tions in funded or non-funded LI/PID activities often leads 
to further increase of interest in the approach. This part of 
Prolinnova’s mainstreaming efforts thus emphasises col-
laboration and joint learning rather than activist-oriented 
lobbying and advocacy work.

As shown in Table 8, the CPs have undertaken a diverse range 
of documentation and publication activities. Video documen-
tation and mass media have played a strong role, with at least 
25 videos produced, more than 15 radio programmes aired 
and series of publications in national newspapers and maga-
zines. While leaflets and brochures on cases of farmer innova-
tion were designed mostly for farmers, the catalogues of local 
innovations also reached ARD practitioners and policymakers.

Results
According to Adams and Fernando (2009), the progress in 
integrating the LI/PID approach into curricula of universities/
agricultural colleges is a major achievement of the network. In 
one country (Nepal), a full LI/PID course at BSc and MSc level 
was developed by a senior lecturer together with CP partners. 
The design went through all the formal approval procedures 
and the course is now being offered. In five other countries 
(Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Tanzania, Uganda and South 
Africa), PID topics or modules have been integrated into 
 existing university courses such as on extension approaches 
or research methodologies.

Given the complexities involved in institutional change pro-
cesses and the difficulty to identify the impact of one among 
many factors influencing these, it is a challenge to provide 
data on the outcome of the CPs’ mainstreaming efforts. 

Table 8: Activities carried out to mainstream PID at country level

Activity Numbers Additional information

Higher-level officials  
as members of NSCs

not available •  Acceptance of invitation is an opening for policy dialogue with 
their respective ARD organisations 

•  NSC members act as ambassadors to reach out to organisations

Organisation of national 
workshops

•  58; 9 CPs who hosted an IPW held a mini-workshop as 
part of the opening session

•  Influential people were reached both as participants and 
through involvement in opening or closing events

Publications •  244 publications, including at least 58 leaflets/posters,  
16 radio broadcasts, 58 magazines, 12 innovation cata-
logues, 9 policy briefs and 25 video films

•  Leaflets, radio broadcasts and many videos target farmers 
and are used in partners’ extension work. 

Farmer innovation fairs •  At least 27 organised at national, sub-national or  
local level

•  In a few countries (Cambodia, Ghana), the lead in organising 
FIFs has been taken by the Ministry of Agriculture

Integration of LI/PID  
into educational curricula

•  6 CPs involved university lecturers in PID training, 
organised field visits for students and lecturers, 
 supported development of LI/PID modules for 
 educational curricula

•  Experiences of CPs supported through international sharing 
workshop on integration of PID into curricula 

•  Experiences & outlines of LI/PID modules compiled in 
Prolinnova Working Paper 34
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Moreover, successes in mainstreaming could be overturned 
in a single day, if a new minister or manager comes in and 
sets new priorities. Adams and Fernando (2009) looked at 
the results of mainstreaming in their mid-term evaluation of 
Prolinnova and concluded that the LI/PID approach had been 
successfully mainstreamed in most of the key NGOs active in 
the CPs but the CPs had been less successful in mainstream-
ing LI/PID within other organisations. The results of the recent 
assessments done by the CPs themselves confirm that main-
streaming has been achieved within key NGOs in each CP.

The network’s own M&E information as reviewed in the desk 
study report (Prolinnova 2015b) includes some anecdotal 
evidence on results of LI/PID mainstreaming. In Cambodia, 
there is evidence of the strong support of the Minister of 
Agriculture (MoA) for farmer innovation and PID, through MoA 
policy statements and its hosting of annual famer innovation 
fairs and through PID planning and implementation in many 
Provincial Departments of Agriculture. Also in other countries 
such as Nepal, Tanzania, Mozambique and Ethiopia, some 
aspects of the LI/PID approach have been accepted and main-
streamed in regular government programmes.

Collaboration with Wageningen University Research cre-
ated opportunities for undertaking detailed case studies of 
PID institutionalisation in the Department of Agriculture in 
Takeo Province of Cambodia and in the Axum area in northern 
Ethiopia. Both studies demonstrated some progress in main-
streaming the approach within these extension agencies such 
as in the formal acceptance of relevance of farmer innovation 
and innovations and increased capacities of groups of staff to 
interact with farmers in a partnership mode. The studies also 
identified important gaps partly linked to the larger hierarchal 
structures they are part of and the lack of funds for PID type 
of extension work available through those structures. At the 
same time the studies noted that the CP mainstreaming work 
itself had a mostly ad-hoc character and that a lot could be 
gained by giving this more systematic and strategic attention.

Challenges
The relatively low level of funding available at CP level to facil-
itate mainstreaming has, on the one hand, been a constraint 
but has, on the other hand, encouraged CPs to join hands 
with other like-minded organisations to create a critical mass 
with a convincing ‘voice’ in policy dialogue. Several national 
workshops and farmer innovation fairs have been organised 
in collaboration with ARD actors who are not regular partners 
in the CP. However, some CPs found it difficult to build the 
required linkages and alliances and have therefore been less 
effective in mainstreaming the LI/PID approach.

Organisations and individuals active in the CPs do not nor-
mally engage in policy dialogue and mainstreaming as part 
of their regular work and therefore have not acquired the 
capacities needed for this. To address this challenge, several 
CPs have organised workshops to build capacities to strat-
egise, plan and implement activities for mainstreaming, as 
mentioned in Chapter 4. The IST supported these initiatives 
by organising an international training workshop on policy 
dialogue and advocacy, by developing a document and a 
PowerPoint presentation on internal guidelines to help CPs  
in strategising their work and by creating a platform for 
 sharing of experiences among CPs on this topic during IPWs.

While many of the mainstreaming activities target organisa-
tions and individuals operating at the national level, the 
changing administrative set-up in many countries invites CPs 
to work increasingly at lower administrative levels. In many 
countries, key responsibilities and tasks in ARD and NRM 
with related funding mechanisms have been decentralised to 
provincial and still further to district or county level. Effecting 
changes in policies and practices at these lower levels now 
requires involvement of and collaboration with partners work-
ing at these levels.
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6 Building multi-stakeholder partnerships

Introduction

The creation of sustainable mechanisms for joint learning and 
action by stakeholders involved in ARD is a central feature of 
Prolinnova’s design. The term ‘stakeholders’ encompasses 
all those who have an interest in ARD, such as governmental 
agencies, NGOs, research institutes, private-sector actors, 
consumer groups and, of course, farmers and their groups. 
Prolinnova was set up as an informal network that grew 
into a community of practice for sharing and learning. It 
aims to build partnerships through which organisations and 
individuals agree to jointly analyse, plan, implement, monitor 
and evaluate activities, sharing resources, risks, costs and 
benefits in order to achieve the overall goal of making farmer-
led innovation development part and parcel of regular ARD 
programmes and institutions. Partnerships in Prolinnova 
also create important entry points for mainstreaming PID into 
ARD organisations and programmes by engaging staff from 
these organisations in the partnership.

The emphasis has been on building multi-stakeholder 
partnerships at national level – the CPs – and, in some 
countries, at sub-national level. Prolinnova is currently 
made up of 21 semi-autonomous CPs. The international 
network also includes more than 600 subscribers to the 
Prolinnova Yahoogroup for sharing and learning across 
countries and pursuing the Prolinnova agenda at the 
international level.

The Country Platforms

The 21 CPs differ greatly in terms of stakeholder composition, 
structure and cooperation mechanisms, and level of activities. 
Yet they have a set of common features, values and principles 
(Prolinnova 2015b). Box 2 summarises the main principles  
and design guidelines. Facilitation is usually provided by  

a local NGO that hosts the CP’s secretariat. An inception 
 process precedes the forming of a CP and involves taking 
stock of who in the country is engaged in activities related  
to the Prolinnova agenda and identifying gaps, priorities 
and opportunities for the CP. 

For the purpose of good governance, each CP has a National 
Steering Committee (NSC) that meets once or twice a year as 
well as an operational team coordinating day-to-day activi-
ties. This meets more frequently. The annual operational 
budgets of each CP has rarely exceeded   30,000, despite 
combining funds from different sources, and has been a driver 
of collaborative partnerships.

Annex 3 shows how the network started with only three CPs 
in 2003 (in Ethiopia, Ghana and Uganda) through a small 
grant from IFAD. In the ten years that followed, the number 
of CPs accepted into the network grew to 21. Initially, CPs 
that joined the network received some funding for starting 
up and  becoming operational, through the grant from the 
Netherlands Government but, from 2007 onwards, CPs that 
joined the network received little or no funding and have 
relied mostly on their own resources.

Analysis
Data from 2010 in Figure 1 show that the network has suc-
ceeded in its central tenet of involving the main stakehold-
ers in ARD in the CPs. NGOs – the stakeholder group that 
initiated Prolinnova – form the largest group among the 
active partners, approximately 40% at the time of stocktak-
ing. The involvement of government extension, research and 
education is substantial, while the involvement of farmer 
organisations and CBOs is still less than aimed for. In the 
meantime, new CPs have joined the network since 2010 and 
some CPs have gone through changes in composition to 
involve more farmer organisations, which might change the 
overall picture for 2013 slightly.

Box 2: Key principles and design guidelines for effective CPs in Prolinnova

•  Building the partnership: Start with looking into what already exists, choose partners carefully and strategically, 
take an “open-nucleus” approach; grow gradually, match partners’ interests with the common agenda

•  Governance: Ensure clear and democratic governance; define roles well including specialist input, 
backstopping and facilitation; share ownership among partners

•  Operation and facilitation: Jointly plan, monitor and evaluate activities; ensure partners’ commitment  
through successful starter actions; create a culture of equality; strive for openness and transparency; 
break barriers of competition; maximise use of partners’ abilities for cost effectiveness; ensure effective 
communication at all levels

•  Learning: Make partnership functioning an explicit part of the agenda; document experiences of CP 
functioning; learn how to collaborate as partners by reflecting on experiences
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CPs should not be viewed as static entities: they have 
accelerated and slowed down, they have had periods of 
high activity and some also of semi-dormancy. At the time 
of compiling information for this report in mid-2015, the 
International Secretariat assessed the level of functioning 
of the CPs, scoring them on a scale from one to five based 
on their level of communication with the network, their 
level of activities and the strength/inclusiveness of their 
partnership. The results are shown in Table 9. The assess-
ment by CPs of their own current performance, which was 
also a part of this stocktaking exercise, was not very differ-
ent from the assessment made by the Secretariat (Table 21, 
Prolinnova 2015c).

The differences in strength and performance of CPs is influ-
enced not only by the availability of resources but also by 
the ability of the coordinating NGO to find capable platform 
facilitators with good interpersonal skills. In many cases, the 
CPs benefitted from the stability and credibility provided by 
the coordinating NGO. When this organisation became weak, 
the whole CP suffered. A number of CPs also found it difficult 
to become more inclusive, on account of a lack of capacity 
and sometimes the pressure on the limited resources, more 
so at times that the host organisation was losing its wider 
donor base. The network has started to consider how to deal 
with CPs that remain inactive for a prolonged period. Steps to 
discontinue membership of such CPs in the international com-
munity of practice still need to be worked out. 

Summary of lessons in CP facilitation
A thorough review of all studies and documentation on CP 
functioning (Prolinnova 2015b) revealed the following key 
areas of attention, discussion and learning over the years:
•  Moving from collaboration for project implementation to 

longer-term partnership for pursuing the Prolinnova 
agenda; how to realise this, what are incentives, choices 
to be made and partner selection

•  Registration and formalisation: While most CPs do not 
opt for formal registration and prefer to maintain the open 
character of the network, several CPs have been discuss-
ing the option seriously and one CP decided to seek 
registration as a company with limited liability

•  Membership: The open character of the network leads to 
lack of clarity as to who is a CP member and who is not; 
there is a need to look beyond the few organisations who 
are members of the CP to a wider group of individuals/
organisations interested in and working on relevant issues

•  Importance of partners’ collaboration on the ground: 
Being involved in work on the ground such as the action 
research on LISFs strengthens the CPs and the partners’ 
commitment

•  Capacity to facilitate the platform: Building the capacity 
of the CP coordinator/facilitator (also when replaced by 
a new person), back-up support by the NSC and by the 
director of the host NGO, and all CP members learning 
about CP functioning.

The international network

The international partnership develops
The main milestones in the emergence of Prolinnova and its de-
velopment into an international partnership were the following:

•  1999: Rambouillet meeting: 30 people, primarily from 
NGOs, come together in Rambouillet, France, and con-
ceptualise Prolinnova in preparation for the first GFAR 
conference; participants mandate ETC Foundation to take 
the lead in moving the Prolinnova initiative forward;3 

Figure 1: Prolinnova partnership composition (2010)
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Table 9: Activity level of CPs as assessed by the International Secretariat

Score by IS No. of CPs Countries

5 2 Cambodia, Kenya

4 9 Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, India, Mali, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda

3 5 Cameroon, Ghana, Nepal, Philippines, South Africa

2 1 Sudan

1 4 Ecuador, Niger, Nigeria, Peru

3  The participants in the Rambouillet meeting formulated two other proposals for activities that were meant to interact with Prolinnova: one for a web-based 
database of local innovations and one for policy research and advocacy for participatory innovation.
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•  2000: The GFAR conference in Dresden, Germany, en-
dorses the agenda of Prolinnova, which is included in 
the GFAR workplans and reports as an emerging Global 
Partnership Programme;

•  2002-03: Operationalising the idea and fundraising; 
Prolinnova enjoys a great deal of moral support but 
funding support proves more difficult to find;

•  2003: Inception process and planning in Ethiopia, Ghana, 
and Uganda with a small grant from IFAD;

•  2004: Launch of the international network during the first 
international partners workshop in Ethiopia and design 
of the international network, including setting up of an 
oversight group (POG);

•  2004-07: The partnership expands to cover CPs in 
nine countries, with several other countries involved in 
short-term activities with support from the Netherlands 
Government, among others. Action research on LISFs 
starts with funding from the French programme DURAS;

•  2005-06: The elected POG organises itself internally 
through several meetings and formulates some basic 
operational rules and agreements to guide the functioning 
of the international network;

•  2007-10: Further expansion of the network to a total of 
18 CPs. Several CPs mobilise substantial direct funding, 
Senegal and Mali under the acronym PROFEIS (Promoting 
Farmer Experimentation and Innovation in the Sahel). The 
Rockefeller Foundation co-funds the LISF action research. 
New initiatives on FLD, CCA and HAPID take shape;

•  2008-09: External evaluation of the network, including 
visits by the two-person evaluation team to two CPs  
(in Nepal and Uganda) and interactions with many 
stakeholders; 

•  2010: Prolinnova strategy 2011-15 drawn up. It 
 proposes, among other things, expansion of work on  
PID related to selected themes (e.g. climate change)  
and stronger networking at regional level;

•  2011-13: Maintaining visibility with less funding. The 
level of international activities is somewhat reduced 
and some CPs go into semi-‘hibernation’. The 2011 
IPW agrees on a minimum level of activities for all in 
the absence of core funding. Multi-stakeholder groups 
in new countries continue to join the network and 
form new CPs. Enhancing adaptive capacity and local 
resilience becomes an important concept for PID in a 
number of new projects.

Network design
The process described above allowed the network to 
 gradually develop effective structures and mechanisms 
for collaboration at the international level. The following 
sections describe and analyse the network design and the 
functioning of the various structures.

Prolinnova network. By joining the Prolinnova Yahoogroup, 
over 600 individuals have become a part of the network and 
share and learn together. 
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At every IPW, there is a marketplace for the partners to share information about their work
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The main tasks of the Prolinnova Oversight Group (POG) 
are to ensure effectiveness of the international network and 
accountability to the country-level partners, their constitu-
encies and the donors. It is an elected body that continues 
to be adapted as the network grows and its needs change. 
The CPs nominate individuals from their respective regions 
and an election is conducted by the POG Secretariat (part of 
the Prolinnova International Secretariat), mostly by email; 
the organisations in the IST follow the same procedure for 
electing one member to sit in the POG. All CPs and the IST 
nominate and vote for the independent members of the POG. 
By the end of 2013, the CPs had four seats in the POG (one 
per region), the IST had one, while the remaining four seats 
were for independent members. As host of the International 
Secretariat managing most of the donor funds, ETC was an 
ex-officio secretary of the POG, but not a full voting member. 
POG membership is voluntary. Some POG members even con-
tribute their own resources (e.g. airmiles to cover part of their 
travel costs) in order to be able to take part in the face-to-face 
meetings. All other communication is by email and Skype.

Between February 2005 (the time of the first POG meeting) and 
2013, the POG has had 14 face-to-face meetings. It has initiated 
and formulated several policies and guidelines for governance 
and internal functioning of the network, covering issues such 
as M&E, Intellectual Property Rights, procedures for conflict 
mediation, and sources and modalities of funding and sharing 
resources (www.prolinnova.net/content/prolinnova-guidelines). 
The POG makes decisions on applications from multi-stake-
holder groups in countries that would like to join the network 
as CPs. It has mediated in rare cases of serious disagreement 
between the International Secretariat and a CP host organisa-
tion. The POG has also provided oversight on the handling of re-
sources in the network, based on reports from the International 
Secretariat, to ensure transparency and fairness. It has guided 
the CPs and the Secretariat in developing new proposals and in 
developing Prolinnova’s strategy. During the annual IPW, the 
POG reports to the network on its work during the past year. 

Although the POG functions almost as a ‘board’ for the 
network, it has been a conscious choice to refer to it as an 
‘oversight group’. As it does not have to approve annual plans 
and budgets of all CPs, network activities can be commenced 
quickly each year. A board that has more formal functions 
would require resources that the network cannot afford. The 
POG respects the legal and financial management obligations 
of the host organisation of the International Secretariat in its 
contracts with the various donors that fund network activities 
and realises that the guidance that the POG provides should 
not jeopardise these obligations. 

The International Support Team (IST) and the International 
Secretariat, made up of staff from several organisations, are 
engaged mainly in support roles. They provide the CPs with 
country-specific support to build up and strengthen the CPs 
and their activities. They also carry out international-level 
activities such as programme coordination, capacity building, 
publishing, website management, policy dialogue, and M&E. 
Box 3 lists the organisations that have contributed thus far to 
the IST and their roles.

Communication within the IST has been almost exclusively by 
email, Skype and bilateral face-to-face meetings. Only twice in 
the ten years could an IST meeting involving several members 
be organised back-to-back with an IPW. Most of the time, staff 
at ETC Foundation ensured coordination of the IST’s work 
 directly with other members. The team at ETC functioned as 
the International Secretariat and handled the coordination 
of the network (programme and financial management, POG, 
IPWs, website content and M&E). It also generally took the 
lead in fund acquisition for the network.

All staff members involved in the IST devote only part of their 
time to providing support to Prolinnova. The capacity of the 
IST in full-time staff equivalents has never been more than 
3-4 spread over all the member organisations, even during 
the peak period 2007-11 when the network had core funding 

Box 3: Members and roles of the Prolinnova International Support Team

Organisation / Country base Years involved Main roles

ETC Foundation / Netherlands 2003-15 Host of International Secretariat, financial management,  
POG Secretariat, networking, international policy work, 
 publications, technical support to countries, IPWs

Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) / Netherlands 2015 onwards As above

International Institute of Rural Reconstruction  
(IIRR), Philippines

2003 onwards Support in areas of capacity building, M&E, documentation  
and  publications, and website management

Innovations Environnement et Développement  
en Afrique (IED Afrique), Senegal

2007 onwards Host of PROFEIS, technical support to CPs in West Africa; 
 facilitating sharing and documentation in West Africa

Centre for International Cooperation,  
Free University of Amsterdam, Netherlands

2004-11 Technical support to countries, publications, curriculum 
 development for PID

SaveAct, South Africa 2006-08 Coordination of action-research project on LISFs in 8 countries

Institute of Natural Resources, South Africa 2009-11 Coordination of work on PID with HIV/AIDS-affected 
 communities and related CP technical support
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from the Netherlands Government. In subsequent years, less 
than two full-time staff equivalents have handled the IST and 
International Secretariat activities.

Main mechanisms for networking and learning
It is not so much the structures in place but rather the actual 
networking activities and mechanisms that have made the 
partnership tick. Major international networking mechanisms 
have been described already in previous chapters and have 
included the annual IPW, cross-visits between CPs, IST back-
stopping, and use of the Yahoo email groups, the website and 
the Facebook page.

Email and web-based telephony (e.g. Skype) play a major role in 
facilitating internal communications, crucial in keeping the net-
work together. The Skype-based support could have been used 
more frequently and effectively, but time constraints, difficulties 
in coordinating agendas over multiple time zones and poor con-
nectivity in some countries have prevented wider usage.

In Prolinnova, monitoring and evaluation (M&E) has served 
a dual purpose of creating the basis for learning within the 
network as a community of practice and being accountable 
to donors and partners about the use of funds. The main 
M&E processes and mechanisms that have served both these 
purposes to a greater or lesser extent are:

•  Joint development of M&E framework, key indicators and 
tools: to ensure that the system of M&E would be realis-
tic and owned by network members, development of the 

M&E framework and key indicators was done jointly with 
partners during two IPWs. The IST member IIRR provided 
technical support and translated the outcomes of the IPWs 
into operational M&E tools in the form of ten Excel sheets 
for M&E at CP level and five for the IST, covering activities 
and their outcomes. IIRR has also co-authored a document 
on the M&E guidelines to help the CPs in  using the system. 
In practice, most CPs have found it difficult to use a number 
of these M&E forms. None of the CPs has managed to 
develop its own M&E system and plan based on this agreed 
framework. Two international training workshops in M&E 
in 2010 and a country-level M&E training in Nigeria in 
2011 were conducted in order to build M&E capacity in the 
CPs. Nevertheless, the forms proved to be challenging for 
daily use, while capacities to develop own M&E systems 
remained limited and time to work on M&E within the rela-
tively modest CP annual budgets has been a constraint. 

•  The annual financial reports of CPs have used information 
and data from some of the M&E forms and have been a key 
source of information for the M&E at international level.

•  External evaluations: In the past ten years, Prolinnova 
has undergone one extensive and independent external 
evaluation (Adams & Fernando 2009). Other studies by 
external consultants have focused on specific aspects of 
the network’s activities, above all related to multistake-
holder partnerships and outreach (Gonsalves & Niangado 
2006, Holleman 2006, Rai 2010 and 2011, Holleman 2010, 
Ssuuna et al 2012).

•  The annual electronic evaluation on the network’s func-
tioning using a questionnaire sent by email to all CPs and 
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Participants of the IPW 2011 review the role of farmer organisations in the national platforms (or MSPs)
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4  The current Prolinnova stocktaking of which this report is part was made possible through some funding support by GFAR,  
which could be seen in a way as the realisation of the 4th and final year of this LoA.

5 GCARD: Global Conference on Agricultural Research for Development

the IST has covered five main questions. This was done 
in two rounds in January each year, looking back at the 
previous year. The results of each evaluation were sum-
marised in a report that was later discussed at the IPW. 
Such reflection has helped the network to learn and flag 
important issues, which have led to concrete actions. The 
cross-visits discussed in Chapter 4 also included elements 
of peer review, and the reports by the visiting team high-
lighted areas of attention and suggestions for improve-
ment of the CP visited. 

•  Mutual learning among CPs, the IST and the POG, notably 
sharing and discussion during the IPWs and the participa-
tory documentation and editing, through which the IST 
helped the CPs to systematically capture experiences 
on relevant topics and to disseminate these through the 
publications summarised in Tables 7 and 8 above. 

Prolinnova and the role of GFAR 
Given that Prolinnova was set up as a Global Partnership 
Programme of the GFAR, the role that the GFAR has played in 
relation to Prolinnova merits further analysis. The prepara-
tory process for the first GFAR conference in 2000 offered 
opportunities for NGOs to formulate the Prolinnova agenda. 
The French Government, the NGO Committee of the CGIAR and 
the GFAR Secretariat made funds available for the NGOs to 
meet and prepare their proposals (e.g. the Rambouillet meet-
ing in 1999).

When the endorsement of the NGO proposals by the 2000 
GFAR conference did not lead quickly to support from donors, 
the GFAR Secretariat communicated with and encouraged the 
NGOs (through ETC Foundation) to develop funding propos-
als. It involved NGO representatives in small follow-up meet-
ings with potential donors and thus gave some weight to the 
Prolinnova proposal. Finally, in late 2002, IFAD – one of the 
donors supporting the overall GFAR process – made available 
a small grant (€ 87,000) for a one-year Prolinnova incep-
tion phase in three countries. This greatly helped to raise the 
profile of Prolinnova and created momentum for further 
fundraising carried out exclusively by the NGOs.

From 2004 to 2010, GFAR provided air tickets for a few partici-
pants or covered other related costs of Prolinnova activities 
such as the IPWs, for a total of € 33,000 during that period. 
Occasionally, it supported travel expenses for a Prolinnova 
representative from the South or North to attend an interna-
tional meeting on ARD. In 2011, the GFAR Secretariat signed 
a four-year Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Prolinnova 
International Secretariat on behalf of the network to sup-
port NGOs in international ARD policy dialogue. In the same 
year, the GFAR made available around € 50,000 to pursue 
this agenda, but could not provide continued funding in the 

following years as had been agreed in the LoA4. However, 
the initial funding in 2011 was important for Prolinnova – in 
content as well as a sign of encouragement – as it was in that 
same year that financial support from the network’s major 
donor, the Netherlands Government, came to an end. 

Apart from financial support, GFAR and the growing 
Prolinnova network continued to interact and collaborate 
from 2004 onwards, although the intensity of this interaction 
fluctuated over the years. This included:

•  Participation of Prolinnova in the GFAR governance struc-
ture through contributing to the GFAR Project Committee 
meetings until 2008. This created an opportunity to share 
the network’s partnership approach with other global pro-
grammes that had been initiated under the GFAR. 

•  Prolinnova’s contributions to all global GFAR conferences 
and the Global Conferences on Agricultural Research for 
Development (GCARD1, GCARD25) through presentations, 
chairing or reporting on sessions and participation in work-
ing groups. The network provided inputs into the GFAR an-
nual reports but did relatively little in sharing its work and 
achievements through the electronic platforms of the GFAR. 
Over time, the link between Prolinnova and the GFAR has 
become less visible and the GFAR Secretariat has frequent-
ly requested the Prolinnova International Secretariat to 
make the link to GFAR link more prominent.

•  The GFAR Secretariat helped set up regional NGO 
platforms to give NGOs a voice, but found it difficult to 
integrate its ‘own’ NGO-led network into these platforms. 
It arranged that Prolinnova representatives be invited 
to multi-stakeholder meetings of APAARI (Asia-Pacific 
Association of Agricultural Research Institutes) and FARA 
(Forum on Agricultural Research in Africa) but only APAARI 
continued the interaction with Prolinnova partners. 
ETC as host of the International Secretariat made its 
own efforts to become part of the European Forum on 
Agricultural Research for Development (EFARD).

•  Some degree of mutual influence remained over the years 
around the relevance of farmer-led innovation develop-
ment and multi-stakeholder collaboration in ARD. People 
who were associated with Prolinnova were active in the 
GFAR Steering Committee as well as in the organising 
committee for GCARD2.

International network analysis
There is ample documentation on the functioning and effective-
ness of the international partnership as reviewed in the desk 
study report (Prolinnova 2015b). The annual e-evaluations 
among the CPs looked at this in detail. Table 10 shows the aver-
age scores on three main partnership issues on a scale of 1 to 5 
(with 5 being the most positive).
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These data suggest that CPs have been positive about the 
network and its functioning. The average scores become 
somewhat lower in 2012 and 2013, which reflects the de-
crease in funding after 2011.

Assessment of the functioning of the international partner-
ship has also been included in external reviews and studies 
(Gonsalves & Niangado 2006, Adams & Fernando 2009, 
Rai 2010). The findings have been positive regarding the 
partnership approach and how it has been shaped within 
Prolinnova. The decentralised set-up of the network with 
semi-autonomous CPs supported by the IST has been identi-
fied as a key factor for success. Despite some risks, this 
set-up is deemed as necessary for partners to have authority 
and responsibility for their work. It has resulted in stronger 
ownership by country-level actors. Prolinnova’s successful 
organisational structure and its multi-stakeholder mode of 
operating hinges on joint ownership and mobilising diverse 
contributions, talents and connections. The effective coor-
dination and facilitation by the Prolinnova International 
Secretariat assisted by the IST was regarded in these reviews 
as another success factor. 

Adams and Fernando (2009) were concerned about the 
transaction costs of the joint planning, sharing and learning 
in the multi-stakeholder partnerships at both international 
and CP level. Creating one central body in each country 
that works directly with government agencies, institutions, 
universities and NGOs, they felt, might overcome the need 
to negotiate multiple perspectives. However, they concluded 
that, ‘while thus centralising ‘control’, this model could be a 
problem should the centre cease to hold, making this option 
less sustainable’.

Other areas of attention suggested by these studies included 
the issue of M&E and documentation in countries of the 
lessons learned on network functioning as a basis for shar-
ing and advocacy at all levels. Rai (2010) also stressed the 
importance of communication within the network among CP 
partners and warned that the International Secretariat should 
not become a filter, preventing direct links between CPs and 
donors. Still further decentralisation, sharing of tasks and 
related resources by the IST to CPs and within CPs by coor-
dinating NGOs to other country partner organisations were 
suggested as points for consideration.

The above-mentioned studies and documents allow the 
following conclusions to be drawn with regard to the interna-
tional network:

•  Among key success factors are the gradual and organic 
development process, the flexible and open character of 
the network, the relatively light structures chosen with 
limited bureaucracy, and the emphasis in wording and 
practice on joint ownership involving diverse contribu-
tions and talents. 

•  The approach has allowed the network to continue to 
function, meet, interact, plan and implement despite the 
fact that core funding ceased in 2011. The reduced funding 
led, however, to discontinuation of international capacity 
building and related activities; this constrained further 
expansion and strengthening of the network.

•  The highly interactive annual face-to-face meetings (IPWs, 
training/learning workshops) play a decisive role in main-
taining the networking spirit and the continued commit-
ment to the shared Prolinnova vision and agenda.

•  The network functioning depends partly on the capac-
ity of the IST to work on shoestring budgets. After 2011, 
the demand on the IST and particularly the International 
Secretariat has become extremely challenging, as so 
many of the activities had (and have) to be done in the 
staff’s ‘free’ time, leading to excessive working hours. 
Although the network has managed to continue in this 
mode for a number of years, these demands are reach-
ing a point at which the long-term sustainability of the 
network is threatened.

•  It has been a conscious choice not to establish 
Prolinnova as an independent and formally registered 
organisation but rather to rely on established NGOs to 
provide the formal framework at international and country 
level if and when needed, e.g. for signing funding agree-
ments with donors. One CP recently registered itself as a 
company (in Kenya); however, it continues to operate as a 
network with one member organisation hosting it and has 
not yet used its company ‘hat’ for any specific purpose. 

•  The decision in 2010 to strengthen collaboration, sharing 
and learning at the regional level has been only partially 
implemented through some regional-level projects. The 
CPs seem to have given higher priority to strengthening 
country-level work and networking as compared to invest-
ing in regional cooperation.

Table 10: Annual internal assessment on functioning of International Support Team/Secretariat

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011* 2012 2013 Aver.

Governance / POG Pos. 3.42 4.00 3.72 not available 3.60 3.35 3.62

Sharing & learning internationally Pos. 3.18 3.80 3.44 not available 2.75 2.66 3.17

Functioning of IST / International Secretariat Pos. 3.71 3.90 3.88 not available 3.28 3.05 3.56

Overall Pos. 3.44 3.90 3.68 3.21 3.02

* In 2011, year of final synthesis and reporting to the Netherlands Government upon completion of its funding cycle, an additional internal evaluation was not carried out.
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7 Resource mobilisation and use

Introduction

A critical reflection on the work by the network done over the past 
ten years would not be complete without looking into resource 
mobilisation and the way these resources have been used. 

The network does not have one or two dedicated donors 
 covering large parts of its work but has functioned by mobilis-
ing (often small to medium amounts of ) resources from a va-
riety of sources. Some of the funds have entered the network 
through the International Secretariat and have been managed 
by its host organisation. An increasing amount of funds is be-
ing handled directly by CPs. These often focus on work by the 
CP itself, including support needed for this from the IST, but 
occasionally has also covered work by other CPs or network-
wide activities.

In addition to external funding, members at all levels have 
also tapped into own resources. These have been in kind – 
above all, staff time – or have been covered by using funds 
from related project funding available at their level. Between 
2003 and 2013, CPs covered almost 25% of total costs of 
activities from own resources.

Funding levels and sources over the years

The total amount of funds mobilised by the network over the 
past 10+ years is € 7,930,000 while own contributions by 
partners added another € 2,520,000 to the resource pool. 
Annex 4 lists the main donors and the activities or sub-pro-
jects funded by them. Table 11 shows how funding levels have 
changed over time.

From 2006 to 2010, the network had its highest amount of 
annual external funding support when the programme fund-
ing from the Netherlands Directorate General for International 
Cooperation (DGIS) was complemented by funding from the 
Rockefeller Foundation for the LISF action research and a variety 

of other smaller and focussed sources of funding. In this period, 
the CPs monitored their own contributions systematically, which 
added to the higher volume of resources documented. 

After the DGIS support came to an end in 2011, the network 
continued to raise at least € 550,000 per year. However, the 
distribution of these resources over the CPs has been quite 
uneven, as it was determined by specific project requirements 
of the donors involved. CPs like Kenya, Mali and Cambodia 
appear to have benefitted substantially, while other CPs such 
as Cameroon, Nigeria, Sudan and those in the Andes have not 
enjoyed the same benefits. They continued to link up with the 
network using their own resources.

In the period 2003-07, about 45% of available resources 
was used to cover costs of the international network activi-
ties as well as those of the International Secretariat based 
at ETC Foundation, while 37% was allocated to country-level 
work. The remaining funds covered costs of regional activities 
(9%) and support by other IST organisations (9%) (Adams & 
Fernando 2009). The percentage at the level of the International 
Secretariat has been relatively high because of substantial 
amounts of own contribution of resources at that level and the 
success of the International Secretariat in raising funds for spe-
cific support activities, documentation and publications.

Analysis and conclusion

Comparing the above average level of external funding of 
around € 800,000 per year over the 10+ year period to the 
volume of work done, as summarised in the previous chapters 
involving many countries and organisations, it could be con-
cluded that the network achieved relatively high levels of cost 
efficiency. The external evaluation in 2009 also concluded that 
… ‘the execution of programme activities is managed with 
high regard of cost efficiency and added that ‘cost efficiency 
has been mentioned as one of its strengths by several stake-
holders’ (Adams & Fernando 2009).

Table 11: Prolinnova funding 2003-13 (Euros)

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Funding coordinated with International Secretariat 123,000 288,000 314,000 1,058,000 725,333 1,091,688

Own contributions including local donors 78,000 183,000 199,000 323,000 430,000 282,604

Total resources 201,000 471,000 513,000 1,381,000 1,155,333 1,374,292 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 total

Funding coordinated with International Secretariat 1,195,279 1,296,646 578,259 704,495 558,659 7,933,340

Own contributions including local donors 475,886 477,318 70,727 0 0 2,519,535

Total resources 1,671,165 1,773,964 648,986 704,495 558,639 10,452,875
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In view of the relatively low annual budgets, partners 
were encouraged at all levels to make use of cost-sharing 
 arrangements and contributions in kind wherever possible. 
A general ‘NGO style’ of managing and using funds has 
included very low or no ‘per diems’ during meetings, reim-
bursement of real costs instead of allowances during travel, 
and seeking good but not top-of-the-market facilities for 
activities such as workshops and the annual IPW. This also 
led to relatively low costs. 

The fact that the network functions with a large number of 
often small projects or even activity-focused donors has 
contributed to its resilience, as evident from its continued 
functioning even after the DGIS funding was discontinued in 
early 2011. At the same time, this has implied relatively short 

timeframes for most funding, leading to continued high pres-
sure at all levels to fundraise. The system has also become 
very demanding in terms of donor coordination and handling 
a large number of small funding flows. Furthermore, the pro-
ject nature of the funding makes it difficult to find support for 
key network and governance activities, such as international 
training of trainers, IPWs and the POG.

Looking at the country-level work, even the better-funded CPs 
often have an annual budget not exceeding € 30,000-40,000. 
Most have had much less. The ambition of mainstreaming 
the Prolinnova approach with main ARD players can only be 
realised if all CPs manage to link up with other initiatives, use 
opportunities that arise and work with champions within the 
agencies open to the approach.
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8 Conclusion and way forward

Achievements of Prolinnova on most, if not all, of its objec-
tives over the past ten years have been substantial. This is the 
overall picture that emerges from the previous chapters. Data 
and information presented indicate that the volume of work 
done and the totality of activities implemented are impres-
sive, given the financial resources that were available to the 
network over the years.

The decentralised design of the partnership and the owner-
ship and autonomy this created with partners at all levels has 
been one of the key factors contributing to this success. It 
has created the dynamics for collaboration and partnership 
that allowed mobilisation of the capacities and resources 
(including partners’ own resources) needed to pursue the 
Prolinnova agenda. It has also created a strong link and 
flow of information from farmer-led innovation activities on 
the ground in many corners of the world to the international 
policy arena. At the heart of this has been the personal 
 commitment of many individuals to the cause of promoting  
farmer-led innovation and the capacity of the network to 
mobilise, nurture and encourage this.

Prolinnova has helped to generate and develop several 
methodologies to strengthen farmer-led innovation in agricul-
ture and NRM. The most challenging part has been the work 
on farmer-led joint research and more needs to be done to 
ensure wider application and adaptability of this approach. 
Accessibility of information on the findings and results of local 
innovation and PID is relatively weak, particularly for those 
not involved directly in the network. The network has also not 
yet found ways to ensure that the LISF methodology becomes 
integrated into regular ARD funding mechanisms. 

The outcome of the capacity-building work has been 
relatively well documented. Given the continuous change 
of staff at various levels, capacity development continues 
to need attention. It is thus a very serious drawback that 
reduced funding prevented the network from continuing its 
(international) training of trainers efforts and backstopping 
support to CPs. At the same time, it is good to note that, 
in quite a few countries, PID is now being taught as part of 
regular courses offered by institutes of higher learning. This 
should lead to the emergence of ARD actors in research, 
extension and development, including the private sector, 
who have acquired basic insights into PID and capacities to 
facilitate and support this process. 

Though there are important results in mainstreaming at inter-
national and CP level, deeper integration of the PID approach 
into ARD policies, programmes and organisations is still 
needed. This means that the main agenda of the network will 
remain relevant and very important in the years to come.

The strength of the network is determined by the strength 
of the CPs. The stocktaking has pointed yet again to the 
differences among CPs: some are very active, while others 
are nearly dormant or barely functional through one or two 
organisations in the partnership. CP strength is influenced not 
only by the availability of resources but also by the strength of 
the coordinating NGO and its ability to find capable platform 
coordinators. If the coordinating NGO weakens, the whole CP 
may suffer. Quite a few CPs find it difficult to become more 
inclusive, prevented by lack of capacity and sometimes by the 
pressure on the limited resources with a host that is losing its 
wider donor base.

It is an achievement that the network has continued to func-
tion, plan, meet and learn after DGIS funding came to an end 
in 2011. The reality is that this has been made possible only 
by relying on a complex set of shorter-term and lower-level 
project funding. Not only has this not covered many of the 
necessary core network activities, it has also put high pres-
sure on the network and the International Secretariat, which 
may well threaten the network’s sustainability. The annual 
e-evaluation has already showed a declining score in assess-
ing the functioning of the international network. Hosting the 
International Secretariat by an organisation in the South 
would reduce costs and, if accompanied by a good fundrais-
ing strategy, may help to address this challenge, provided that 
the new organisation is in a position to continue the functions 
that the Northern-based Secretariat has been handling over 
the last 10+ years. A contact point in the North may still be 
useful for interacting with and influencing ARD organisations 
based in the North. 
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Annex 1: Overall framework for Prolinnova stocktaking

Introduction
This framework presents the main elements to be covered 
under the study to take stock of the achievements of the 
Prolinnova network over the period 2003-13. For each, 
it gives the main questions to be answered and the main 
sources of information.

What has Prolinnova managed to do in the past 10 years?
This part of the work describes Prolinnova and its work 
covering:

1  The main activities related to Objective 1 of the net-
work: Increase understanding and further develop 
approaches and methodologies for LI/PID. A distinction 
will be made between activities at the country and at 
the international level.

2  The main activities related to Objective 2 of the network: 
Capacity building of all actors to use and advocate for 
LI/PID. A distinction will be made between activities at 
the country and at the international level, covering both 
structured training events as well on-the-job training, 
backstopping and other capacity building activities.

3  The main activities related to Objective 3 of the network: 
Mainstream and institutionalise PID/LI. A distinction will 
be made between activities at country and at interna-
tional level.

4  Set-up and functioning of the Prolinnova network and 
partnership at local, national and international level 
including structures, communication, governance and 
decision making and M&E and the facilitation of learning.

5  An analysis of the level of efficiency of the network in 
realising the above-mentioned activities: How does reali-
sation of work compare to the amount of resources used 
through the network? 
 
Central questions to be answered in this part of the work 
are: What was done by Prolinnova at the different levels 
to realise its objectives? Who was involved (stakeholder 
categories, sex)? How much/how many of that was done? 
and How was this done? 
 
Sources of information for this part of the study are the 
existing reports at the level of the secretariat including an-
nual progress reports and project reports (desk study).

What has Prolinnova achieved as direct result of its work? 
This includes an analysis and related refection within the network 
on the extent to which its main objectives have been reached 
during the past 10 years. Central questions are therefore:

1  To what extent has Prolinnova succeeded in increasing 
understanding and further development of approaches 
and methodologies for LI/PID? The analysis will look at 
the extent that relevant activities have led to consolida-
tion and documentation of new insights and methodolo-
gies in a way that they have become available widely 
and thus added to the array of methods on participatory 
agricultural development and research.  
 
This work will focus at the international level as most 
it implies compiling and analysing related experiences 
across multiple different countries. Sources of information 
are the actual documents that resulted from this work of 
Prolinnova, to be complemented by info from existing 
external evaluations of Prolinnova.

2  To what extent has Prolinnova’s work led to increased 
capacities at all relevant levels to (train and) implement 
and advocate LI/PID. This will look at evidence of people 
having been trained in some form putting into practice 
(part of ) what they learned. 
 
Answering this question at the country level will focus on 
the capacity to implement and advocate for PID/LI and 
is part of a guided reflection within each Prolinnova 
country platform that the international secretariat will 
facilitate using Email and web-based tools. In addition the 
secretariat will visit 3 countries and directly assist in the 
reflection process. Answering this question International 
mainstreaming focuses on the capacity to train PID/
LI. Use will be made of existing M&E information on the 
extent that people trained to become a PID trainer did 
facilitate PID trainings complimented by information on 
the current status in the CP (see below).

3  To what extent has Prolinnova succeeded in main-
streaming and institutionalisation of LI/PID within ARD 
organisations at country and international level. This will 
look at integration in policies, programmes and organisa-
tions as whole and focus on organisations (GOs and CSO/
NGOs) active in the field of agricultural research, exten-
sion and education and those supporting these. 
 
The guided reflection with all CPs mentioned under Point 
2 and the focused review visits to three countries will also 
be used to generate answers to this question jointly with 
CP staff. This will be complimented by own Prolinnova 
outcome M&E data as well as information from exter-
nal evaluations. The assess the extent of success of 
Prolinnova in mainstreaming PID/LI at the international 
level can be based to a large extent on information avail-
able with the international secretariat as compiled in 
annual reports, reports of annual e-evaluations, and other 
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M&E data. This will be complemented by generating new 
info and feedback from a selected group of people work-
ing in ARD at the international level.

4  Ensure effective functioning of Prolinnova’s partnership 
(national and international level) 
 
Existing documentation, both own internal reports, an-
nual e-evaluations, and reflections on functioning of the 
network at the relevant levels and the effectiveness of 
the partnership approach will provide one main source of 
information of this part of the work.  
 
The review of the Prolinnova partnership approach and 
its functioning will be concluded with an analysis of the 
current level of functioning.

Has Prolinnova’s work resulted in impact at farmer/ 
community level?
This question will be answered to the extent possible, using 
existing reports, including those of external evaluations. 
Additional information will be generated only through interac-
tions with all CPs as detailed above and thus rely on informa-
tion available at that level.

A distinction will be made between impact realised following 
Prolinnova own activities at the community level and such 
impact that followed from others that integrated a PID/LI 
type of approach in its programmes as result of Prolinnova 
mainstreaming activities.

Two major impact areas will be considered: Improvements in 
livelihood of farmers and community members and strength-
ening of local social capital, of local capacities to continue 
and expand the process of innovation.
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Annex 2: Operational framework for analysis & stocktaking by CPs

Country Platform (name of country):

Prolinnova achievements & outcomes within the CP

1  Approaches and methodologies that have been used and supported by the CP such as: 1) Local Innovation, 2) Participatory Innovation 
Development / Joint Experimentation, 3) Farmer-led Documentation (FLD), and 4) Local Innovation Support Funds (LISFs).

•  Titles of country-specific documentation on above-mentioned methodologies / approaches (booklets, training manual, tools, other) for wider sharing 
•  Use of these methodologies/ approaches (e.g. used within your division/department of your organisation, or within your organisation,  

or within the CP or beyond the CP members and, if so, used by whom beyond the CP)

2  Capacity building of all relevant actors (farmers, CSOs, researchers, extension workers, government officials, university/college staff and/or oth-
ers) to use and advocate for Local Innovation/ PID and related topics

•  Main capacity-building activities carried out (e.g. training events, workshops, other types of learning events, other capacity-building activities)
•  Evidence/ examples of putting learning into practice (e.g. trained people becoming PID trainers/ facilitators; researchers (and/ or other  

stakeholder categories) becoming involved in joint experimentation/ LISF; documentation led by farmers; multi-stakeholder platforms  
to advocate/ promote LI/ PID)

•  Current capacity in the country to promote/ facilitate Local Innovation /PID and examples of individuals providing training in LI/PID,  
partners integrating LI/PID aspects into other projects/areas of work etc.

3 Mainstreaming and institutionalising LI/ PID approaches

•  Main activities carried out to integrate LI/ PID approaches into existing ARD/ extension structures (e.g. policy review, policy dialogue  
and advocacy activities)

•  Examples and/or evidence of actual integration of LI/PID methodologies into organisations and/or programmes of agricultural extension,  
education and research (e.g. research institutes/ programmes that apply PID/ Joint experimentation/ LISF; universities/colleges that have  
taken up LI/PID in their curriculum, etc.) and linkage to activities supported by the CP

4 Functioning of the Prolinnova network within the country

•  Current organisational set-up and functioning of Prolinnova in your country (e.g. National Steering Committee, core group, sub-national  
platforms, Prolinnova network meetings, etc.)

•  Changes and reasons for change in organisational set-up and functioning of the CP since its establishment (if any)
•  Changes and reasons for change in network partners/ members (changes in kind and number of organisations involved) in the CP since  

its establishment (if any)
•    Functioning of CP in terms of the minimum requirements agreed in 2012 (see below): 
u Functioning: meeting the minimum requirements most of the time 
u Active: doing substantially more than the minimum requirements 
u  Inactive: not meeting the minimum requirements

Impacts

•  Examples/ evidence of local innovations that have led to substantially improved livelihoods/ adaptation to (climate) change/ food security  
and a rough estimate of the number of farmers (men, women) benefitting from these local innovations (several key innovations can be selected)

•  Examples/ evidence of continued local experimentation/ innovation by farmers linked to Prolinnova-supported activities
•  Other impacts of Prolinnova (e.g. empowerment of smallholder farmers, changes in the status of women)

Challenges, lessons learnt and way forward

•  Challenges in: 1) developing, making widely available and using LI/PID methodologies and approaches, 2) capacity building of all relevant actors,  
3) mainstreaming and institutionalising LI/PID, 4) functioning of the Prolinnova network in your country, and 5) reaching impact

•  Lessons learnt in: 1) developing, making widely available and using LI/PID methodologies and approaches, 2) capacity building of all relevant actors, 
3) mainstreaming and institutionalising LI/PID, 4) functioning of the Prolinnova network in your country, and 5) reaching impact

•  Way forward in: 1) developing, making widely available and using LI/PID methodologies and approaches, 2) capacity building of all relevant actors,  
3) mainstreaming and institutionalising LI/PID, 4) functioning of the Prolinnova network in your country, and 5) reaching impact

Background on projects implemented by the CP

Year of establishment of the CP:

Prolinnova-related projects (please list here all projects that have been implemented since the start of Prolinnova,  
including projects acquired through ETC and other projects acquired on your own)

Name of project Implementation 
period

Donor(s) Budget (approx.) 
(denote currency)
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Prolinnova development of network and its funding base   

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Planning and lobbying,  
no funding for the network

Inception 
Phase (IFAD)

Prolinnova Phase 1 (DGIS) Prolinnova Phase 2 (DGIS)

LINEX-CCA (Misereor): 3 CP’s

SOLLINKKA (CCAFS):  
2 CPS

GFAR MOU  
year 1

CLIC-SR 
(Rockefeller) : 

4 CP’s

FAIR 1 (Duras): 4 CP’s

FAIR 2 and 3 (Rockefeller Foundation): 8 CP’s

FLD: Farmer-Led Documentation (Novib)

PROFEIS 1 (Misereor): 2 CP’s PROFEIS 2 (Misereor): 1 CP

Countries joining the Prolinnova network

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Uganda

Ethiopia

Ghana

South Africa

Sudan

Nepal

Niger

Cambodia

Tanzania

Peru

Ecuador

Bolivia

Kenya

Mozambique

Senegal

Mali

Burkina Faso

Nigeria

India

Cameroon

Philippines

Color for each CP referring to main donor in the given year

CP with limited, erratic, mostly own funding indicated with:

Annex 3: History of the emergence of the Country Platforms
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South Africa

Sudan
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Niger
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Bolivia

Kenya
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Senegal

Mali

Burkina Faso

Nigeria

India

Cameroon

Philippines

Color for each CP referring to main donor in the given year

CP with limited, erratic, mostly own funding indicated with:

Annex 4: Volume and sources of funding Prolinnova 2003-13

Funding 2003-13 (Euro) 7,933,340 Period Purpose

CTA 68,087 2001-03 Start-up book; later also support 4 IPWs

IFAD 87,000 2003 Inception planning in 3 CPs

DGIS 4,911,575 2004-11 Main programme funding 

GFAR 84,852 2004-06 Various small support; CSO policy work 2011

World Bank 23,000 2004 Publication of IK Notes on LI/PID

Misereor 698,767 2004 to date IPW 2004; CPs Senegal (2006-10), Mali (2006 to date);  
India, Nepal, Cambodia (2012-14)

DURAS 144,801 2006-08 Action-research LISF

Oxfam Novib 36,000 2006-07 Co-funding FLD study and workshop

CIAT 15,456 2007 Co-funding Innovation Africa book

Rockefeller Foundation 1,262,084 2008 to date Action research on LISF in 8 CPs (2008-12);  
CLIC-SR with 4 CPs (2012 to date)

NRI/RIU 46,630 2009 Innovation Asia Pacific Symposium

PSO 165,449 2009, 2010, 2012 Capacity building in M&E; 
Action research networking 
Partnership consolidation in 3 CPs EA 

EU 103,000 2010-13 PID Case studies in SA and Kenya;  
Kenya CP coordinator (JOLISAA project)

CCAFS 164,020 2012-13 Support international learning;  
CPs Kenya and Senegal (2012-13)

AusAID and other co-funders 37,237 2013 2013 Africa Innovation Week Nairobi

NUFFIC 42,832 2013 Training in PID for CP Kenya

Smaller donors 42,549 throughout Various, including tickets for international mainstreaming




